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Walking in a minefield is like being blind .... [Y]ou walk
lightly, vividly aware of gravity, of your own weight, of
how much it exceeds the few pounds that would detonate a
mine if you stumbled or fell from the safe path. The plain
... was mined to the horizon. It was as though the land-
scape lay under an evil spell: barren, haunted by a malefi-
cent presence that could destroy any passerby in a lightning
flash and a puff of smoke.'
In retrospect, the nukes threat, the one big boom, hasn't
proved [to be] the mass killer. Instead, it's land mines, the
millions of little booms, that destroy whole populations.
Land mines are the real weapons of mass destruction.2
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I. INTRODUCTION
From its inception, land mine3 warfare has widely been regarded as a
particularly contemptible method of combat.4 Unlike other insidious
weapons whose use has been proscribed by international law and military
custom,' however, mine warfare has never been banned per se. While not
condemned outright in modern times as an ignominious weapon of war, the
' "Land mine" has been defined as being "any munition placed under, on, or near the
ground or other surface area and designed to be detonated or exploded by the presence,
proximity, or contact of a person or vehicle." Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the
Use of Mines, Booby Traps and Other Devices, annexed to Convention on Prohibitions or
Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May be Deemed to be
Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects, Oct. 10, 1980, opened for signature,
Apr. 10, 1981, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.95/15, 19 I.L.M. 1529, 1530 [hereinafter Protocol II. See
also Pub. L. No. 103-160, § 1423(d)(I), 107 Stat. 1547, 1832 (1993) (to be codified at 22
U.S.C. § 2778) (containing a similar definition in context of U.S. land mine moratorium).
Other related weapons are "remotely delivered" or "scatterable" mines (i.e., any mine that
is "delivered by artillery, rocket, mortar or similar means or dropped from an aircraft") and
"booby traps" (i.e., any "device or material which is designed, constructed or adapted to kill
or injure and which functions unexpectedly when a person disturbs or approaches an
apparently harmless object or performs an apparently safe act"). Protocol II, arts. 2(1), 2(2),
19 I.L.M. at 1530. Certain other devices, such as "manually-emplaced munitions and devices
... actuated by remote control or automatically after a lapse of time" (i.e., time bombs) are
also considered to be a weapon in the same category as land mines and booby traps. Id., art.
2(3).
4 See infra notes 21-22 and accompanying text.
s E.g., nerve gases, mustard gas and various other "asphyxiating and deleterious" gases,
and chemicals. Hague Convention, Regulations Respecting the Laws and Customs of War
on Land, July 29, 1899, art. 23a, 32 Stat. 1803, T.S. No. 403; 1907 Hague Declaration
Concerning Asphyxiating Gasses, 36 Stat. 2277, T.S. No. 539; 1925 Geneva Protocol for the
Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or other Gasses, of Bacteriological
Methods of Warfare, June 17, 1925; VALERIE ADAMS, CHEMICAL WARFARE, CHEMICAL
DISARMAMENT 49-51, 168-69 (1990); R.R. Baxter & Thomas Buergenthal, Legal Aspects of
the Geneva Protocol of 1925, 64 AM. J. INT'L L. 853 (1970); expanding ("dum-dum") bullets,
Declaration Concerning Expanding Bullets 1899, 1 AM. J. INT'L L. 157, 157-59 (Supp. 1907);
and "lances with barbed heads, irregular-shaped bullets.... projectiles filled with glass, the
use of any substance on bullets that would tend unnecessarily to inflame a wound inflicted
by them, and the scoring of the surface or the filing off of the ends of the hard cases of
bullets", DEP'T OF THE ARMY, FM 27-10, THE LAW OF LAND WARFARE 1 34, at 18
(1956)(hereinafter FM 27-10). See generally MORRIS GREENSPAN, THE MODERN LAW OF
LAND WARFARE 353-77 (1959); GERHARD VON GLAHN, LAW AMONG NATIONS 739-54 (6th
ed. 1992) (discussing various categories of proscribed or restricted weapons under
international law of armed conflict).
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use of land mines has increasingly been viewed in the last two decades as
a matter of international concern.6 It has only been fairly recently that the
international community has taken any major steps to restrict the use of land
mines.7
Ironically, during the fourteen years following the United Nations' first
efforts to place clearer delineations on their uses-years also coinciding with
the last gasps of the Cold War-land mines have assumed an almost
unparalleled role as a killer of civilians and a crippler of national economies
in many developing nations.9 At least 150 casualties a week,' ° chiefly
civilians, now result worldwide from the unrestricted use of mines (particu-
larly antipersonnel mines") by military and paramilitary forces.12
This Article examines the crisis of unrestricted land mine warfare, the
dimensions of the human tragedy being wrought by these "unseen enemies"
on civilian populations worldwide 3 (especially in Asia and Africa 4), and
the legal mechanisms by which mine warfare may be restricted. In order to
provide a clear context of the historical, social and technological challenges
6 See, e.g., Patrick J. Leahy et al., U.S. Can Help Stop the Land-Mine Slaughter, N.Y.
TIMES, Jan. 13, 1994, at A20; Editorial, Moving Toward a Land-Mine Ban, N.Y. TIMES, Dec.
27, 1993, at A16; Editorial, Ban the Mine, THE ECONOMIST, Dec. 25, 1993, at 15; Paul
Lewis, Ban on Land Mines Urged by the U.S.: Millions of Civilians Imperiled by Anti-
Personnel Devices, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 16, 1993, at A7.
' See infra part 11.
8 See, e.g, Protocol II, supra note 3, art. 9, 19 I.L.M. at 1534, and infra notes 39-48 and
accompanying text.
'See infra part II(C)(3).
10 See infra note 92 and accompanying text.
" Land mines are generally produced in two categories: antitank and antipersonnel.
Although antitank mines can be made to function as antipersonnel weapons and can kill
persons, purpose-built antipersonnel mines generally present the principal menace to human
life.
Because antipersonnel mines are the predominant type of mine and are the leading source
of crippling injuries and death from mines, the focus of most reformers-and of this
Article-is addressed to this particular category of mines. A concerted effort among nations
has not yet emerged demanding a ban on antitank mines. See Ryle, supra note 1, at 133
(citing one reformer as noting that, while many military officials may be willing to ban or
curtail antipersonnel mines, they would be reluctant to do the same for antitank mines).
12 See id. at 120. With some estimates running as high as 1,250 per month, the weekly
estimate may be an understatement. Letter from Patrick M. Blagden to author, Dept. of
Peacekeeping Operations, United Nations (July 1, 1994) (on file with author).
13 See infra notes 74-125 and accompanying text.
" See infra notes 93-117 and accompanying text.
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presented by this issue, Part II of the Article provides a brief history of the
development and use of these weapons, and an analysis of mine warfare's
impact on several developing countries." Part III explores international
efforts to regulate or restrict the use of land mines, with special emphasis
upon the United Nations' Protocol II.6 This Part also examines current
proposals toward restricting land mine usage, limiting their export, and
potentially banning them as an illegitimate weapon of war." The Article
concludes with a critique of the long-term prognosis for such proposals.8
II. SOWING THE DRAGON'S TEETH: AN OVERVIEW OF
LAND MINE WARFARE
A. A "Murderous and Barbarous Thing" or Just Another Weapon? The
Evolution of Land Mine Warfare
Modern mine warfare appears to have been introduced on a major scale
with the American Civil War. Confederate forces developed and employed
both naval and land mines ("torpedoes") as one means of evening the
technological score between the Confederate and Union forces.' 9 From
these primitive beginnings, the psychological effects of mine warfare on
those encountering minefields were noted from the outset by Union troops
and their commanders. 2' Mine usage by the Confederates tended to be
regarded at the least as an underhanded way of fighting,2 and at the most
ts See infra notes 19-125 and accompanying text.
16 See infra notes 126-235 and accompanying text.
17 See infra notes 196-215 and accompanying text.
's See infra notes 216-235 and accompanying text.
19 See MILTON F. PERRY, INFERNAL MACHINEs 20-27 (1985) (noting that many early
mines and booby traps, rather than being purpose-built, were simply converted artillery shells,
a "field-expedient" method that is used on occasion even today).
2 See, e.g., id. at 60 (noting the comments of one Union soldier who participated in the
federal attack on Fort Wagner, South Carolina, where minefields were employed by
Confederates, to the effect that land torpedoes "attack both matter and mind"). This is a
sentiment doubtless expressed by many who have encountered these weapons in the 130 years
since those remarks were made.
23 But note the comments of General William T. Sherman, himself regarded by many
Southerners as a war criminal for his "march to the sea":
I now decide that the use of the torpedo is justifiable in war in advance
of an army. But after the adversary has gained the country by fair
warlike means... the case entirely changes .... [I]f torpedoes are found
[Vol. 24:229
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as diabolical and illegal.' These attitudes manifested themselves in one
contemporary name for both land and naval mines and booby traps:
"infernal machines."
' 3
While land mines were increasingly used during subsequent wars
(particularly the First World War), the use of purpose-made, specialized land
mines burgeoned during the Second World War.' Because of its capacity
to halt enemy movements, both vehicular and personnel, the land mine came
to be viewed as a major part of any defensive operation.' The demoraliz-
in the possession of an enemy to our rear, you may cause them to be put
on the ground and tested by wagon-loads of prisoners, or... [by] citizens
implicated in their use ....
Id. at 165 (quoting Official Records, XXXV, pt. 2, p. 154; XXXVIII, pt. 4, p. 579; Special
Orders, No. 133, June 8, 1864).
Several Confederate commanders themselves questioned the legality of mine warfare,
concluding that the use of mines was not a "proper or effective method of war." Id. at 25
(quoting General James E. Longstreet).
' See, e.g., id. at 22-23 (noting federal General George McClellan's remarks that mine
warfare was "the most murderous and barbarous thing I ever heard of' and U.S. Attorney
General Edward Bates' view that it would be appropriate to use the most senior-ranking
Confederate prisoners available to perform the task of minefield clearance) (quoting Oficial
Records, XI, pt. 3, p. 135; GEORGE B. MCCLELLAN, MCCLELLAN'S OWN STORY 318 (New
York, 1887)). Such a practice (as also advocated by General Sherman; see supra note 21)
would violate modem international law and United States military policy. See, e.g., FM 27-
10, supra note 5, 128, at 49 (forbidding use of prisoners of war to be employed on labor
"which is of an unhealthy or dangerous nature," and specifically noting that "[tihe removal
of mines or similar devices shall be considered as dangerous labour").
2 See PERRY, supra note 19; WEBSTER'S NINTH NEW COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY 619
(1985) (citing first use of the term as being c. 1810).
' This was partly as a countermeasure to the development of the tank during the First
World War. THE ARMS PROJECT OF HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH & PHYSICIANS FOR HUMAN
RIGHTS, LANDMINES: A DEADLY LEGACY 16-17 (1993) [hereinafter LANDMINES]; Ryle,
supra note 1, at 122.
' Current United States military doctrine, for example, emphasizes the essentially
defensive nature of land mines but recognizes that they can be employed offensively as well:
"While mobility of force in offensive operations has first priority, countermobility operations
[i.e., laying minefields] are vital to help isolate the battlefield and protect the attacking force
from enemy counterattacks." U.S. DEP'T OF THE ARMY, FM 5-100, ENGINEER COMBAT
OPERATIONS 48 (1988) [hereinafter FM 5-100]. Soviet doctrine also recognized the utility
of mine warfare, and accordingly mines "are widely used, even in offensive operations." U.S.
DEP'T OF THE ARMY, FM 5-102, COUNTERMOBILITY 8 (1985) [hereinafter FM 5-102].
At least one commentator on international law, however, has argued that any offensive use
of land mines may be a violation of international law because "generally there would be no
way of ensuring that they would not injure or kill persons ... protected by the law from
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ing effect of antipersonnel mines, which were sown among antitank mines
to thwart their removal or placed among barbed wire obstacles, was also duly
noted.26
Mines were placed by the thousands 27--in some areas of Northwest
attack," so that offensive land mine usage would constitute an indiscriminate, and thus illegal,
means of waging war. GREENSPAN, supra note 5, at 363. See LTC Burris M. Carnahan, The
Law of Land Mine Warfare: Protocol II to the U.N. Convention on Certain Conventional
Weapons, 105 MIL. L. REV. 73, 74 (1984).
2 Ryle, supra note 1, at 122-23 (noting also that, besides having a direct effect on
medical and logistics systems-one injured man "requires medical attention, conveyance and
evacuation to the rear, [and] thus causes [logistics] disturbances"-the use of mines and the
sight of fellow soldiers injured by mines may have "a detrimental psychological effect" on
soldiers' morale).
This "detrimental psychological effect" can be extremely pronounced and unnerving:
I started through the minefield, one slow step at a time, staring at the
ground, looking for telltale bumps or little prongs sticking up from the
dirt. My knees were shaking so hard that each time I took a step, I had
to grab my leg and steady it with both hands before I could take another.
I had to nearly double over to move. It seemed like a thousand years
H. NORMAN SCHWARZKOPF, IT DOESN'T TAKE A HERO 170 (Peter Petre ed. 1992)
(recounting the author's experiences in removing wounded soldiers from a minefield during
the Vietnam War, during which he himself was wounded by a mine explosion).
27 PAUL CARELL, THE FoxEs OF THE DESERT 298-307 (1987) (discussing the creation of
German minefields in North Africa, with one thousand mines being laid daily by Axis forces
before the British offensive at El Alamein occurred); MARK HEALY, KURSK 1943 31 (noting
the Red Army's sowing of over 40,000 mines, averaging some 2,400 antitank and 2,700
antipersonnel mines per mile, as part of the Soviet defensive preparations for the German
1943 summer offensive).
These vast minefields do not exist merely as a historical footnote. To this day, civilians
in several North African countries are injured or killed yearly by this detritus of war from
fifty years ago. See, e.g., Carnahan, supra note 25, at 76 n.13 (quoting U.N. Resolution
35/71, Problem of Remnants of War, which stemmed from Libyan comments regarding
ongoing casualties of land mines remaining from the Second World War, and noting that the
presence of mines and other "remnants of war" "seriously impedes [developing nations']
development efforts and entails loss of life and property").
The same concerns and long-term environmental hazards must also be noted in passing for
shells, bombs and mines remaining from the First World War, particularly throughout
Belgium and France. In 1991, 36 farmers were killed by unexploded munitions from both
World Wars, and in the area of Verdun, over 16 million acres have remained cordoned off
since 1918. To this day, over seventy years later, this land is still considered to be terrain
interdit; over 12 million unexploded shells, mines and grenades lie in the Verdun area alone,
their capacity for destruction scarcely diminished by age, rust and moisture. Nine hundred
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Europe, literally by the millionsZs-in order to channelize or delay enemy
movements. Accordingly, land mines came to be regarded by the combatant
nations (if not by their foot soldiers) as being just as formidable as (and far
more lethal than) trenches, barbed wire entanglements, or antitank obsta-
cles." Because the pace of war had changed radically from the deadlock
of the First World War to the fast-moving, mechanized assaults characteriz-
ing German blitzkrieg tactics, contested terrain was often fought over and
recaptured several times. Thus, it became imperative for armies to prepare
detailed maps of minefields as a matter of self-preservation and of retaining
their own mobility."
tons yearly continue to be retrieved by French explosive ordnance disposal teams in this
region, described by British historian Alistair Home as "the nearest thing to a desert in
Europe." See Donovan Webster, The Soldiers Moved On. The War Moved On. The Bombs
Stayed, 24 SMrrHSONAN 26-37 (Feb. 1994); ALISTAIR HORNE, THE PRICE OF GLORY:
VERDUN 1916, 351 (1984); JOHN KEEOAN, THE FACE OF BATTLE 207-09 (1983) (noting
similar ongoing efforts in the Somme area of France, the scene of 1916 Allied offensives);
GLEN PLANT, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND THE LAW OF WAR 53, 199 (1992)
(proposing international environmental agreements to restrict use of land mines, based on
environmental concerns).
If anyone seriously believes that post-war mine removal is anything less than an extremely
expensive, time-consuming and extraordinarily hazardous venture, France's national
experience in cleaning up unexploded mines, shells and bombs after two world wars should
prove to be instructive.
28 ERwIN ROMMEL, THE ROMMEL PAPERS 457-58 (B.H. Liddell-Hart ed., 1953)
(discussing German Field Marshal Rommel's plans to create a defensive belt of over
20,000,000 mines along the coast of France to thwart the Allies' D-Day invasion in 1944, and
noting that by May 20, 1944, German troops laid 4,193,167 mines in this zone, with another
1,852,820 improvised mines having been emplaced).
2 FM 5-102, supra note 25, at 8. See LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 21 (noting the
effectiveness of mines in delaying an enemy and hindering access to terrain); Carnahan, supra
note 25, at 75-76.
30 See Jim Wurst, Ten Million Tragedies, One Step at a Time, BuLL. OF THE ATOMIC
SCIENTISTS, July 1993, at 14, available in LEXIS, News Library, Curmt File, at 1-2 (noting
that it was imperative to mark or map out minefields "because it was assumed the land would
be retaken").
The practical need to create maps or charts of minefields had been noted as early as the
Civil War. See PERRY, supra note 19, at 179-80, 187. Current U.S. Army and NATO
doctrine similarly requires detailed reporting, marking and recording of hasty, deliberate and
"scatterable" (i.e., mines rapidly deployed by vehicle or helicopter-borne chutes or by artillery
shells, which are designed to self-destruct after a set period of time) minefields. See, e.g., FM
5-102, supra note 25, at 89-103 (discussing reporting requirements for minefields). The
requirements of international law on this will be addressed separately. See infra notes 151-
1994]
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Several German technological innovations in mine warfare also provided
harbingers of things to come. One, the S-mine, was an antipersonnel
"bounding" mine that, when triggered, was ejected from the ground to
explode at chest height.3' Another, the Schu ("shoe") mine, was a wooden
(and therefore virtually undetectable) mine designed to blow off a person's
foot or leg when stepped upon.32 Both devices were relatively inexpensive
to make and caused significant Allied casualties. In their design, cheapness,
and lethality, such devices pointed the way to future aspects of mine warfare
that today imperil not just soldiers, but also civilians worldwide.
B. International Attempts to Restrict Mine Warfare: ICRC/U.N. Efforts and
the Creation of Protocol II
Land mine warfare has never been categorically banned by international
law.33 However, in response to the extensive use of mines in Indochina
154 and accompanying text. Suffice it to say, however, such customs and legal requirements
have frequently not been honored in recent conflicts in various developing nations, whether
for reasons of military expediency or for more deliberate and sinister reasons.
31 JOHN KIRK & ROBERT YOUNG, JR., GREAT WEAPONS OF WORLD WAR 11332 (1961).
The bounding antipersonnel mine, of which the S-mine was the progenitor, has become a
staple of many nations' arsenals and is a type encountered frequently. See supra note 63.
32 Id. at 335. The Soviets manufactured an extremely similar mine, the PMD-6, during
World War H and afterwards, and this weapon remains in various nations' stockpiles and
continues to maim today. See LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 110.
31 Paul A. Robblee, Jr., The Legitimacy of Modem Conventional Weaponry, 71 MIL. L.
REV. 95, 121 (1976) (noting that Article 23e of the Annex to the Hague Regulations
Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, Oct. 18, 1907, 36 U.S.T. 539, does not
explicitly outlaw the use of mines); FM 27-10, supra note 5, at 34, p. 18 (expressing the
United States' position that the interpretation of "unnecessary suffering" is left largely to
international practice and custom; and that the prohibition of weapons that cause unnecessary
suffering "certainly does not extend to the use of explosives contained in... mines ... ").
Mine warfare at sea, on the other hand, has generally tended to receive greater scrutiny in
the eyes of international law than has land mine warfare. The 1907 Hague Convention, for
instance, specifically addressed the use of undersea mines, as have more recent efforts
directed to the use of specialized undersea mines. Hague Convention VIII Relative to the
Laying of Automatic Submarine Contact Mines, Oct. 18, 1907, 36 U.S.T. 541. See also Note,
Juden Justice Reed, "Damn the Torpedoes!": International Standards Regarding the Use of
Automatic Submarine Mines, 8 FORDHAM INT'L L.J. 282 (1985); Carnahan, supra note 25,
at 73 n.3 (observing that a sample of international law textbooks "all discuss the law of mine
warfare at sea but contain no mention of mine warfare on land").
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during and after the Vietnam War;3' the threats posed by various terrorist
groups' frequent use of time bombs, booby traps and mines; 35 and the
capacity of mines and other modem weapons to inflict unnecessary
suffering,' the United Nations Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation
and Development of International Humanitarian Law created a special
committee to examine the legality of the use of such weapons.37 After
considering these issues during two conferences in 1971 and 1972, four
sessions of a Swiss-sponsored conference, and two additional International
Commission of the Red Cross ("ICRC") conferences in 1974 and 1976, the
United Nations General Assembly held an international conference dedicated
to the issue of weapons which cause unnecessary suffering.38
The U.N. General Assembly responded39 by convening the Conference
on the Prohibition or Restrictions of Use of Certain Conventional Weapons
Which May be Deemed to be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscrimi-
nate Effects [hereinafter the "U.N. Conference"] in September 1979.' The
fruits of the U.N. Conference's labors were draft instruments concerning
limits upon or outright abolition of weapons that create fragments undetect-
able by X-ray (e.g., plastic grenades), incendiary weapons (e.g., flamethrow-
ers, napalm and fire bombs), small-calibre rifle bullets, mines, and booby
traps.4' As to the last category, the first session of the U.N. Conference
reached the greatest unanimity. The draft protocol set the overall pattern for
3 See HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, LAND MINES IN ANGOLA 59 (1993) [hereinafter LAND
MuIEs IN ANGOLA]; see infra notes 103-109 and accompanying text (in particular, discussing
mine warfare in Cambodia).
3' See Carnahan, supra note 25, at 75.
36 See Robblee, supra note 33, at 95-97 (noting additional factors such as medical effects,
degree of disability inflicted, risk of death, and burden imposed on medical resources as being
among the criteria used to determine whether a particular class of weapon causes unnecessary
suffering).
Other conventional weapons considered by the ICRC and the Swedish Peace Research
Institute [hereinafter SIPRI] in their respective studies included small-calibre, high-velocity
bullets, blast/fragmentation weapons (e.g., cluster bombs), incendiary weapons (flamethrowers,
napalm, and incendiary bombs), and time-delayed weapons. Id.
7 LANDMINEs, supra note 24, at 265.
38 Id.
" G.A. Res. 32/152, U.N. GAOR, 32nd Sess., Supp. No. 45, 106th mtg. at 57, U.N. Doc.
A/32/152 (1977).
'0 Paul Szasz, The Conference on Excessively Injurious or Indiscriminate Weapons, 74
AM. J. INT'L L. 212, 212 (1980).
41 id. at 212-14.
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what would become the final agreement.' After a second session in 1980,
in which eighty-five nations participated, 43 the U.N. Conference adopted the
Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conven-
tional Weapons Which May be Deemed to be Excessively Injurious or to
Have Indiscriminate Effects [hereinafter "Conventional Weapons Conven-
tion"] on October 10, 19 80 ." The U.N. Conference's original draft
protocol on land mines was integrated into the Conventional Weapons
Convention as its Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of
Mines, Booby Traps and Other Devices [hereinafter "Protocol I].45
42 As Szasz summarizes:
That instrument would generally prohibit the indiscriminate use of such
weapons or their use against civilians; require that records be kept of all
preplanned mine fields and booby traps and that endeavors be made to
keep records of those laid on an ad hoc basis; require, with some
restrictions, the publication of such records after the cessation of active
hostilities; require that U.N. peacekeeping, observation, or fact-finding
missions be protected from and/or informed of the location of mines and
booby traps in their areas of operations; promote the reaching of
agreements for the removal of mines and booby traps; restrict the use of
remotely delivered mines to military objectives and require that either
their location be accurately recorded or each mine be equipped with a
self-activating or remotely controlled neutralizing [i.e., "self-destruct"]
mechanism; restrict the use of mines and booby traps in populated areas;
and prohibit the use of particularly treacherous booby traps (e.g., those
specially appealing to children or attached to persons or to corpses).
Id. at 213 (noting also that one participant, Yugoslavia, announced its reservation as to an
outright prohibition on the indiscriminate employment of remotely delivered mines). In the
light of recent events in Yugoslavia, that nation's successor states may well wish that others
had joined in this reservation.
"' Carnahan, supra note 25, at 75.
DIETRICH SCHINDLER & JIRI TOMAN, THE LAws oF ARMED CONFLICTS: A
COLLECTION OF CONVENTIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS 179 (1988). See also
VON GLAHN, supra note 5, at 740-41.
45 See Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Mines, Booby Traps and
Other Devices (Protocol I), Oct. 10, 1980, U.N. Doc. AICONF.95/15, reprinted in 19 I.L.M.
1534 [hereinafter Protocol II]; SCHINDLER & TOMAN, supra note 44, at 185-89 (reprinting
Protocol II's text and its Technical Annex, which provides generalized guidelines for
recording of minefields). In Resolution 35/153 in December 1980, the U.N. General
Assembly recommended the Conventional Weapons Convention and its three protocols to all
states, with a view toward obtaining the widest possible adherence. But see infra note 188
and accompanying text (comparing number of original signatory states with number who are
actually parties to the agreement, and noting that United States, while a signatory, has not yet
ratified either the Conventional Weapons Convention or Protocol II).
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The Conventional Weapons Convention and Protocol II took effect in
December 1983.' While primarily intended to protect civilian popula-
tions47 from the hazards of land mines and booby traps, Protocol II also
protects U.N. personnel by requiring prohibition or neutralization of all
mines or booby traps in the vicinity of U.N. peacekeeping troops (with the
notable exception of U.N. fact-finding missions).4" The technical provisions
of Protocol II, their shortfalls, and their import will be addressed in more
detail in Part III(B) of this Article.
C. Sowing the Seeds of Hate: The Perils of Unrestricted Mine Warfare
While the 1970s and early 1980s saw the first concrete attempts in
international law to place some boundaries on the use of land mines,49 two
contributing factors occurring during this period increased the peril faced
today by civilians (as well as soldiers) in a growing number of developing
nations.
One factor was technological change that rendered production, distribution
and use of mines much easier than had earlier been possible.50 The other
was the period of Cold War alliances and "proxy wars" (e.g., the conflicts
416 U.N. Disarmament Y.B. 360 (1991), U.N. Sales No. E.92.IX.l.
' See Preamble to Conventional Weapons Convention, and Protocol II, art. 3, 19 I.L.M.
at 1524, 1530-31. See also HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, HIDDEN DEATH: LAND MINES AND
CIVILIAN CASUALTIES IN IRAQI KURDISTAN 57 (1992) [hereinafter HIDDEN DEATH].
As defined in Article 50 of 1977's Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions, the "civilian
population" includes "all persons who are civilians" (i.e., anyone who is not a member of the
armed forces of a party combatant, including militia/national guard forces, resistance groups,
or a levee en masse). Protocols Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949,
annexed to Diplomatic Conference on Reaffirmation and Development of International
Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflict, opened for signature, Dec. 12, 1977, U.N.
Doc. A/32/144, 16 I.L.M. 1391 (Protocol I); see infra note 133. The drafters of Protocol II
to the Conventional Weapons Convention also considered any civilians "who take a direct
part in hostilities" to be excluded from Protocol II's protections. Carnahan, supra note 25, at
76.
Children are entitled to special protection under Protocol II's absolute prohibition on booby
traps "attached to or associated with... children's toys or other portable objects or products
specially designed for the feeding, health, hygiene, clothing or education of children."
Protocol II, supra note 46, art. 6.1(b)(v), 19 I.L.M. at 1532.
"Protocol H, supra note 45, art. 8, 19 I.L.M. at 1533.
9See supra notes 38-48 and accompanying text.
o See infra part II(C)(1). See also LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 32.
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in Angola, Afghanistan and Central America) corresponding to the end of
detente and preceding the breakup of the Soviet bloc,5 which contributed
to the general spread of arms throughout crisis-prone regions. Both events
helped to create a new type of mine warfare: terror mining. 2
1. Better Form of Killing? The Effects of Technology
Several changes in the technology of mine warfare rendered modem land
mines a more easily used and readily available weapon than were their
predecessors. First, while World War II's mines required extensive manual
labor to emplace, modern delivery systems have improved significantly.
Mines can now be mechanically buried by vehicle-towed devices or scattered
from the skies over relatively large areas by ground or air delivery
systems.53 In the 1970s, the United States and other Western nations
devised artillery delivered mines. The advent of "area denial artillery
munitions" and "scatterable mines"'  meant that what earlier would have
been a minelaying effort of days or weeks could now be done in minutes.55
5' See infra part II(C)(2).
52 See infra part II(C)(3).
3 For a summary of U.S. Army mine delivery methods, see FM 5-102, supra note 25,
at 82. See Ryle, supra note 1, at 123 (noting that U.S. pilots in Vietnam dropped scatterable
mines from aircraft in such profusion that the mines came to be referred to as "garbage").
' Each area denial munition ("ADAM") artillery shell contains 36 antipersonnel mines
which are designed to self-destruct after a preset time. The 1987-88 Green Book, ARMY, Oct.
1987, at 320. During the Gulf War, U.S., British and other coalition forces themselves
scattered over a million of these ADAM-mines across the Iraqi-Kuwaiti border and around
Basra, Iraq. Webster, supra note 2, at 31. See also LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 26-27, 39-
43, 58-59.
5 See Carnahan, supra note 25, at 79 & n.28 (noting ability of one aircraft-carried
scatterable mine system to create a minefield of 500 meters by 2500 meters; the U.S. CBU-
89/B GATOR cluster bomb has a similar capability, and one German rocket-launched system
can create a 14-kilometer-wide minefield. By comparison, what "might have required up to
eight hours work by a full company of infantry" can be achieved in minutes).
The self-neutralization and self-destruct capabilities incorporated into latest United States
designs, however, are not entirely foolproof. As one commentator has noted, because the
reliability of ADAM mines is not perfect, "even a one-per-cent failure rate will leave tens of
thousands of unexploded munitions for civilians to step on after a battle." Ryle, supra note
1, at 134 (quoting Kenneth Anderson, Arms Project, Human Rights Watch, criticizing the
position taken by one U.S. producer of ADAM munitions). The ability to eliminate "duds"
completely, however, still seems extremely unlikely. See also LANDMINES, supra note 24,
at 29 (citing retired British Brigadier Patrick Blagden's comment to visitors to his United
240
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In addition, the cheap German Schu mine and the similar Soviet PMD-
6,56 with their wooden composition, may have encouraged later designers
to create inexpensive mines with low metal content that could be manufac-
tured rapidly and at low cost. A wide variety of mines are now made almost
entirely of plastic. This low-cost construction makes them highly affordable
for even small armies or insurgent groups,"' as well as making them
relatively lightweight and easy to transport and store. 8 Importantly, their
low or no-metal construction makes them virtually undetectable by most
regular methods, 9 and it may also render them (and their internal explo-
sives) more durable.' Mass-production methods even have led to non-
plastic, metallic mines being readily available. 61 As a result, by one recent
Nations office, when shown by him an intact self-destruct mechanism from such a mine: "If
they so successfully self-destruct, then how come I've got one?"), and 345-347.
-6 See supra note 32 and accompanying text.
-5 See, e.g., Ryle, supra note 1, at 123 (noting unit cost of one plastic mine widely used
in Somalia and Afghanistan, the Pakistani-made P4, as being $6.75); Webster, supra note 2,
at 29 (noting comment of U.N.'s demining expert to the effect that some mines cost "as little
as $3 a throw") and 30-31 (listing comparative costs of most common mines, ranging from
$3.00 for several antipersonnel varieties to $38.00 for an antitank type).
This cheapness does not necessarily hold true, however, for scatterable "smart" mines,
which can cost ten times the price of a hand-emplaced mine. LANDMINES, supra note 24, at
58. It has been suggested that this variance in pricing, which is particularly apparent in the
case of self-destructing or self-neutralizing mine types, favors "have" against "have-not"
nations, the latter of which would have no economic incentive to cease purchasing "dumb"
mines and switch to the more costly, self-destructing "smart mine" varieties. Id. at 345-46.
This "have" versus "have-not" dichotomy was raised as early as the U.N. Conference by
delegates from non-aligned and developing countries, who argued that "remotely delivered
mines give undue advantage to technologically advanced states ..... Id. at 279.
Ryle, supra note 1, at 123.
I Id. at 124. See also LANDMDNES, supra note 24, at 242 (discussing solid plastic and
"minimum-metal" mines and difficulties in detection by usual electromagnetic means).
60 See Ryle, supra note 1, at 124 (discussing one state-of-the-art Italian mine, used in Iraq,
Kuwait and the Falkland Islands, that is waterproof and can be bought in a wide range of
colors; and noting that one U.S. Army ordnance report has described it as being "effective
against all countermeasures"); Webster, supra note 2, at 30 (noting U.N. expert's comments
that he has "no idea" how long modern waterproof plastic mines' explosive content can
remain stable and speculating that some of these mines may remain dangerous for fifty years
or more).
61 See Webster, supra note 2, at 30 (stating that there are "some 340 types of mines...
manufactured in 48 nations"); LANDMUES, supra note 24, at 51 (estimating current worldwide
production of antipersonnel mines as being between one and five million units manufactured
yearly). Before the demise of the Soviet bloc, Warsaw Pact military forces alone had an
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State Department estimate, there are some 65 to 110 million mines of all
makes currently emplaced globally,62 with enhanced lethality63 and avail-
ability heretofore unknown.
Ironically, the last gasps of the Cold War may not have lessened the
market for these deadly wares. Rather, it may have encouraged the spread
of mine warfare to the developing world and aided the transformation of the
weapon from traditional defensive functions to new uses as offensive agents
of "long-term land denial," terrorization of civilians, and strangulation of
economies and infrastructure."
inventory of at least 25 different types of mines (13 of which were antipersonnel types).
DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, DDB-1100-314-82, WARSAW PACr GROUND FORCES
EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION GUIDE: INFANTRY WEAPONS 96-120 (1982).
' LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 50 & n.35, & Appendix 5, at 4 (citing U.S. DEP'T OF
STATE, HIDDEN KILLERS: THE GLOBAL PROBLEM WITH UNCLEARED LANDMINs 4 (1993),
which estimates that "roughly 85 million landmines [are] currently in place around the
world"). See also Webster, supra note 2, at 29 (noting State Department estimate of 85
million mines emplaced across 56 nations, and also quoting U.N. estimates of as many as 105
million mines deployed in 62 nations. In other words, by this U.N. estimate, there may be
one mine in the ground per every 50 people on earth); Thomas W. Lippman, Senx Leahy
Continues Crusade Against Export of Land Mines, WASH. POST, Aug. 8, 1993, § 1, at A20.
Because, in part, of the enhanced efficiencies of production and distribution, the majority of
mines existing today were produced in the past 20 to 25 years. LANDMINE, supra note 24,
at 51.
According to the U.S. State Department report, the distribution of mines throughout the
world is as follows:
Africa ................................... 18 million to 30 million
Middle East ............................... 17 million to 24 million
East Asia (mostly Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam) ..... 15 million to 23 million
South Asia (mostly Afghanistan) ................ 13 million to 25 million
Europe (mostly former Yugoslavia
and former Soviet Republics) .............. 3 million to 7 million
Latin America ................................ 300,000 to 1 million
Land Mines Plague Nations Worldwide, ORLANDO SENTINEL, Jan. 17, 1993, at A4.
6 For instance, another common antipersonnel mine, the Italian-made Valmara VS-69
bounding mine, is one of the direct descendants of the German S-mine. It is "filled with
either 650 6mm steel ball bearings or 1,200 4mm steel cubes which act as shrapnel," and has
a blast area or "killing zone" of 27 meters for 360 degrees. In the words of one report, the
VS-69 "explodes at the height of a man's chest, and has the power to rip out the heart of
anyone standing within one hundred feet." LAND MINES IN ANGOLA, supra note 34, at 14.
See also Webster, supra note 2, at 28; Stanley Meisler, Dangerous Ground, L.A. TIMES, June
19, 1992, at A5.
64 See Ryle, supra note 1, at 123.
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2. No Rest for the Armorers: Cold War "Spillover" and the Collapse of
the Soviet Bloc
The Cold War's alliances contributed enormously to the flourishing of
"proxy wars" among the East and West's client states in the developing
world. Both superpowers cemented new friendships with developing nations
by transferring military equipment under foreign military sales ("FMS")
agreements.65 When coupled, however, with unstable regimes, such arms
transfers created greater overall instability. The sales of relatively unsophis-
ticated weapons like mines were only part and parcel of the entire package
of arms transfers worldwide.6 Moreover, with the demise of the Warsaw
Pact, a world arms glut resulted,6' which has hardly been diminished by
various arms control proposals emerging at the end of the 1990-91 Gulf
War.' Existing export control regimes' have also failed to halt illegal
sales of mines by some determined manufacturers. 0 Thus, some five to ten
' See generally RICHARD F. GRIMMETT, CONVENTIONAL ARMS TRANSFERS TO THE THIRD
WORLD, 1983-1990 (Cong. Res. Service Rep., 1991).
6Ryle, supra note 1, at 122 (noting U.S. exports of 600,000 antipersonnel mines to
Cambodia from 1969 to 1992; overall U.S. exports of mines since 1983 have been 150,000,
compared to over four million mines shipped to 30 different countries during the period of
1968 to 1983).
67 See generally 138 CONG. REC. E2653 (daily ed. Sept. 16, 1992) (extension of remarks
of Sen. Evans), available in LEXIS, Legis Library, Remarks File (noting that since Protocol
II took effect, "the use of mines has actually skyrocketed among the nations of the Third
World. As the armies of other nations have modernized their inventories of mines, they have
transferred their older stocks to poorer countries").
6See, e.g., Patrick Worship, Experts Skeptical of Moves by Big Five to Limit Arms Trade,
Reuters, July 11, 1991, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, Intl File. See also Caleb Baker
& George Leopold, U.S., Soviets Battle for Arms Markets, DEFENSE NEWS, Nov. 12, 1990,
available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, Defnew File (despite plans for long-term conversion of
defense industries, Russia and other Eastern European nations have expanded sales of arms
abroad in order to generate hard currency). See infra note 199 and accompanying text (noting
failure of U.N. Conventional Arms Register to specify mines as one of its weapons systems
subject to annual reporting, listing and international monitoring).
6See infra notes 203-209 and accompanying text.
70 See Ryle, supra note 1, at 124; Webster, supra note 2, at 30; and HIDDEN DEATH,
supra note 47, at 40 (noting Italian government's prosecution of senior executives of Valsella
Meccanotecnica SpA, a Fiat subsidiary and one of the world's leading producers and
exporters of land mines such as the VS-69 (see supra note 63) for illegal sales of nine million
mines to Iraq by diversion through a Singapore intermediary for ultimate re-export to Iraq).
See also LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 79-80, 198.
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million mines continue to be produced annually,7 ' with many finding
willing buyers abroad.
With decreased "East-West" tension and defense spending being curtailed,
arms merchants and state-run arsenals (and even "respectable" countries,
which may sell surplus mine stockpiles rather than destroying them) must
turn elsewhere for their sales. One concomitant result has been that land
mines have become a sort of "Saturday Night Special" of guerrilla warfare7 2
and even of genocide.73 Another direct result has been an immense human
tragedy that is largely unknown and has been largely uninterrupted by either
international law or by humanitarian aid efforts.
3. 7he Harvest of Hate: The Results of Unrestricted Mine Warfare
Conventional arms proliferation in developing nations and, in particular,
the profusion of land mines, have left indelible marks on the land and people
7' Ryle, supra note 1, at 122 (noting that the former Soviet Union, China and Italy are
the world's leading purveyors of antipersonnel mines). See also Wurst, supra note 30, LEXIS
at 5 (noting that an estimated 44 countries-including "all permanent five members of the
U.N. Security Council"-currently manufacture land mines, and citing at least 15 U.S.
companies as being engaged in producing mines or their components, including Acudyne-
Astra, Aerojet Ordnance Co., Explosives Corp. of America, Lockheed, Mason-Hanger
Thiokol, Motorola, Olin, and Texas Instruments).
Several observers have noted, however, that some of the world's companies producing
mines not only manufacture them, but also play a dual role as commercial mine clearance
experts. Sofremi, a French arms producer and mines manufacturer, won a $111 million mine
removal contract from Kuwait; Conventional Munitions Systems, a U.S.-based munitions
manufacturer, also has personnel engaged in demining Kuwait. While many of these
companies (unlike Italy's Valsella) have not engaged in export violations or in illegal sales
of munitions, several commentators have pointed out the "unsettling ethical contradictions"
raised by multinational entities that offer "cradle-to-grave battlefield services." See, e.g.,
Webster, supra note 2, at 52.
72 Wurst, supra note 30, LEXIS at 2 (citing the executive director of Physicians for
Human Rights as describing antipersonnel mines as "the weapons of choice" for irregular
forces, due to their compact size and light weight); Lippman, supra note 62, at A20 (quoting
the almost identical remarks of the director of Human Rights Watch's arms control project).
"Saturday Night Special" is, however, purely this author's analogy.
'3 In many respects, the Iraqi military's efforts against the Kurdish and Shiite minorities
have all the hallmarks of attempted genocide. This extends from the use of gas against
unarmed Kurdish civilians, to extensive mining of their fields and, in southern Iraq, to
draining the swamps that provide the livelihood (and now, also protection) for many Shiites.
See infra note 110.
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of many of those nations. At roughly the same time that the ICRC and the
United Nations took their first steps towards restricting mine warfare, the
technological breakthroughs and the ubiquitous nature of the antipersonnel
mine in the world's arsenals74 led to changes not only in the mines
themselves, but also in their usage. The U.S. Air Force's use of scatterable
mines in its efforts to block the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Vietnam and
Cambodia may have pioneered a new use of mines: not as temporary
blockages useful in defense, but as "long-term, land denial" weapons.7"
This concept was seized upon by the Soviet military who, without limitation
or regard for purely "military" targets, sowed hundreds of thousands of
scatterable munitions across Afghanistan. One particular plastic mine,
known as the "butterfly" or "Green Parrot" mine, coincidentally resembled
a toy and was often mistaken as such by Afghan children.76 Of the more
than one million victims' of the ten to twelve million mines7" planted in
Afghanistan, children comprised the largest class of casualties.79 The
experience of Afghanistan may have been the first intended use of a new
role for antipersonnel mines: as offensive weapons of terror and vengeance,
often expressly targeted against civilians.s'
7 See supra note 62 and accompanying text.
75 See Ryle, supra note 1, at 123.
76 LANDMINEs, supra note 24, at 127, 298.
" Webster, supra note 2, at 29.
78 Wurst, supra note 30, LEXIS at 1; Webster, supra note 2, at 29.
79 Wurst, supra note 30, LEXIS at 2. Because of the mine's (the PFM-1) pronounced
resemblance to a toy and the tendency for Afghan children to try to use it as such, this
"attractive nuisance" type of mine arguably violates Protocol II's provisions in a most direct
sense. See supra note 47 (discussing Protocol I's Article 6(1)(b), which prohibits use of
mines or booby traps that are particularly directed to children, specifically enumerating those
devices "attached to or associated with . .. children's toys"). See also LANDMINES, supra
note 24, at 226 (citing a similar example of mining in northern Somalia, in which a child was
injured by one type of mine that he mistook for "the plastic top of a thermos bottle").
go Ryle, supra note 1, at 123 (noting an article comparing "terror mining"--in this case,
in the Somali city of Hargeysa in 1990--to the Romans' salting of the ruins of Carthage at
the end of the Third Punic War "to [e]nsure that it would never rise again"). The use of the
mine as an offensive weapon in counterinsurgency and guerrilla conflicts, rather than being
limited to conventional wars, has increased: "[C]onsistent with the 'strategic' nature of
contemporary landmine use, government and guerrilla armies (in flagrant violation of
international humanitarian law) deliberately use mines for the purpose of terrorizing civilians
and controlling their movements." LANDMwNES, supra note 24, at 23.
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a. Case Studies of the Effects of Unrestricted Mining
Between fifty-six and sixty-two nations are now plagued with large
numbers of deployed land mines."1 Heavily mined areas include El
Salvador and Nicaragua; 2 Libya; 3 the Falkland Islands;"' Somalia;"
Egypt and the Sinai Desert;s" Serbia, Croatia, and Bosnia-Herzegovina;"7
Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia and Tadzhikistan;" Iran, Kuwait and Iraq; 9
Laos, Vietnam and Cambodia; and at least nine African countries.' One
out of every three countries worldwide is mined;9 worldwide mine casualty
estimates range from 150 persons killed or wounded weekly to 800 killed
and 450 injured monthly.' Of these blighted regions, the three that have
81 See supra note 62.
'2 LANDMiNEs, supra note 24, at 184-87, 216-20.
'7Webster, supra note 2, at 33.
8 Ryle, supra note 1, at 125 (noting that because of the extremely sodden terrain, the
British have given up clearing much of the Falklands of mines, despite the potential loss of
choice grazing land).
'8 See, e.g., 138 CONG. REC. E2653 (daily ed. Sept. 16, 1992), available in LEXIS, Legis
Library, Remarks File (extension of remarks by Sen. Evans) (noting "that there may be close
to 2,000 amputees" in Somaliland) (quoting Thousands Maimed by Landmines in Nomadic
Somaliland, PHYSICIANs FOR HUMAN RIGHTS RECORD, Spring, 1992); LANDMNEwS, supra note
24, at 221-33. Over 40 different types of mines have been found throughout Somalia, from
some 10 nations; 90 percent of all casualties have been civilians, with 74.6 percent of those
casualties being children. Id. at 224-25.
" Wurst, supra note 30, LEXIS at 1 (noting Egyptian and international teams' efforts to
clear more than 700,000 mines from the Suez Canal area alone after its restoration to Egypt
in 1974).
' Ryle, supra note 1, at 122 (reporting that some three million mines have been laid
throughout that region during the current turmoil); Webster, supra note 2, at 29 (estimating
that at least 60,000 mines are laid weekly in the former Yugoslavia).
"Ryle, supra note 1, at 122.
89 Webster, supra note 2, at 28-29 (noting that in Kuwait alone, more than 500 linear
miles of land remains mined; 1,700 Kuwaiti civilians have been claimed as victims since the
Gulf War; and over 4,000 explosive ordnance disposal ("EOD") experts from six nations have
been engaged since the end of the Gulf War to clear an estimated 7 million mines laid by
both Iraqi and Gulf coalition forces, at a cost of nearly $1 billion (as of late 1993) in cleanup
contracts. One contractor alone has removed 332,193 mines-"769 mines a day, 6 days a
week"-for 18 consecutive months, with no end in sight). See also Ryle, supra note 1, at
122; HIDDEN DEATH, supra note 47, at 2 (discussing land mines in Iraqi Kurdistan).
90 Ryle, supra note 1, at 122.
91 Id.
92 LANDMIES, supra note 24, at 4 n.3.
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achieved the unenviable distinction of being among the most heavily mined
places on earth are Angola, Cambodia and Iraqi Kurdistan.
i. "Mass Destruction in Slow Motion": Angola
Following the withdrawal of the Portuguese from Angola in 1974, a civil
war between three rival groups raged for seven years.93 Mines were
increasingly used in non-traditional ways in Angola to create famine among
rival populations by reducing available arable lands and by strangling roads
and crippling the supply and transportation network.'
At least 15,000 Angolans are now amputees, with half of those casualties
being civilians and large numbers being children.95 Emergency care and
first aid for the injured is extremely rudimentary, and rehabilitation for the
crippled is seldom available.96 In an agrarian economy, chances for the
maimed to find employment and even to obtain food are often minimal.'
The overall effects of this terror mining-the creation of large numbers of
wounded and refugees and its crippling of Angola's national econ-
omy-threaten to seriously impede the development of any satisfactory peace
and the growth of a stable electoral process. 98
With more than thirty-seven different land mine types identified and with
few minefield records extant, mine clearance in Angola has been slow, costly
and extremely perilous, even for professional mine removal teams." As
one British expert has grimly noted, "[A]fter sixteen years of civil war, much
of the land, resources and arterial routes are cut off by mines. As people are
still dying of starvation [and as otherwise arable farmland remains unusable
9' LAND MINS IN ANGOLA, supra note 34, at 4-12 (noting that one group was largely
supported by the Soviet Union and Cuba; another received support from Zaire and South
Africa; and the third received support variously from the United States, Zaire and South
Africa).
9 Id. at 10, 41-46.
9' Id. at 26-28 (estimating the toll as being 20,000 maimed or amputees).
6 Id. at 36-37.
9 See id. at 38-40 (relating three particularly poignant interviews with amputees).
'Id. at 47.
Id. at 13, 22-23 (noting an almost complete lack of minefield records and noting that
"[i]n very few cases" were civilians given warning of mines near their villages). See also id.
at 25 (noting that clearance problems in one locale were so severe as to require a complete
halt to all clearing efforts until new technology can be developed; eight EOD soldiers were
killed and 25 injured in mine removal efforts in this area alone).
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due to the presence of mines], the acceptance of casualties in mine clearance
operations will continue.""lW One Angolan mine-removal expert has
warned that the removal or neutralization effort may take another twenty
years. 10
1
ii. "An Arm and a Leg at a Time": Cambodia
Cambodia's first involvement with extensive mining resulted from the U.S.
Air Force's efforts to interdict Vietcong supply lines with the first scatterable
mines,1' 2 many of which continue to maim and kill almost twenty-five
years later." Further contributions were made by the Khmer Rouge and
the Vietnamese during their 1975-79 conflict, and later again by the Khmer
Rouge and their Cambodian opponents. As a result, over four million mines
litter Cambodia-one mine per every two Cambodians. t 4  Despite the
U.N.-brokered peace accords and U.N.-monitored elections, this legacy of
war continues to destabilize Cambodia. In one three-month period of 1992,
forty-eight mine-related incidents were reported in one refugee-choked
district. 5 In 1990, six thousand Cambodians required amputations from
mine blasts; almost as many perished from shock and loss of blood."0
One out of every 236 Cambodians has been severely maimed, making it the
nation with the world's largest number of amputees."
The U.N. Transitional Authority in Cambodia ("UNTAC") has allocated
$14.7 million for mine clearance, and some five thousand Cambodians are
to be trained by UNTAC for mine clearance."6 Nevertheless, the slow
'00 I at 57.
"oN Id. at 24 (statement by a senior Angolan Army officer responsible for mine removal).
'02 Ryle, supra note 1, at 123.
' Sen. Patrick Leahy, Landmine Moratorium: A Strategy for Stronger International
Limits, 23 ARMs CONTROL TODAY, at 11 (1993).
"o Ryle, supra note 1, at 124.
'05 Id at 121.
106 Meisler, supra note 63, at A5.
'o Lippman, supra note 62, at A20; William Branigin, Missteps on the Path to Peace:
Problems Mount and Budgets Soar, WASH. POST, Sept. 22, 1993, § 1, at Al. See also Wurst,
supra note 30, LEXIS at 2 (estimating 55,000 amputees).
" Branigin, supra note 107, at Al. UNTAC trained 1,640 Cambodian mine clearers as
of January 1993. Wurst, supra note 30, LEXIS at 4. Note, however, that the United Nation's
estimated costs to train only one of these EOD workers ranges from $300 to $1,000 per mine.
Ryle, supra note 1, at 125. With the termination of UNTAC's mission in November 1993,
the detaining role is the primary responsibility of the Cambodia Mine Action Center,
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pace of progress and rising costs have led one exasperated UNTAC worker
to declare that Cambodia is being cleared of mines "an arm and a leg at a
tme. 111
°9
iii. "This Blight in Our Fields": Iraqi Kurdistan
As part of its campaigns against the Iranians and Iraq's Kurdish minori-
ty," ' the Iraqi military sowed enormous quantities of mines in the Kurdish
enclaves of northern Iraq. Unlike the mining of Angola and Cambodia, these
mines were not laid in the turmoil of guerrilla warfare but were generally
planted deliberately."' Unlike Kuwait, where the Iraqi military at least
tended to adhere to established international law and custom in placing and
mapping mines,"' Iraqi minefields in Kurdistan are "unmarked, unrecord-
ed, nondegradable and unremoved"-all in flagrant violation of Protocol
II. a  As one report has noted, one conclusion to be drawn from such
practices is unmistakable: "[T]he Iraqi army laid and abandoned these
millions of mines to make large areas of Kurdistan unusable for all time
.... These practices continue the long Iraqi policy of driving the Kurds
from their lands and punishing them collectively."'" 4
As in Angola and Cambodia, injuries to civilians from these unmapped
supported in its effort by various other non-governmental organizations such as the Vietnam
Veterans of America Foundation [hereinafter "VVAF']. Letter from Jody Williams,
Coordinator, Landmines Campaign, VVAF, to author (July 7, 1994) (on file with author).
'09 Ryle, supra note 1, at 126.
"
0 As much an action of Iraqi "ethnic cleansing" as an effort to extinguish an insurrection
by pro-Iranian pesh merga insurgents, this campaign also led to at least one well-documented
case of the use of chemical warfare on Kurdish civilians in the city of Halabja in early 1988.
HIDDEN DEATH, supra note 47, at 3-5.
... Id. at 14-39 (noting various minefields planted during the Iran-Iraq War of the 1980s
and "defensive" minefields emplaced in early 1991 to guard against a possible coalition
invasion from Turkey).
112 Webster, supra note 2, at 28-29, 31 (noting Iraqi use of NATO-approved minelaying
patterns and, in general, its adherence to Protocol II's restrictions and requirements).
"' HIDDEN DEATH, supra note 47, at 1. See also id. at 10-34 (providing extensive
analysis of Iraqi minefield patterns and efforts in Kurdistan), 35-39 (citing interviews with
combatants, including two Iraqi officers, who noted that in their sectors, no maps were made.
In the words of one Iraqi engineer, "[W]e were too busy, we just kept a count of the number
of mines we laid. That was the only record anyone was interested in").
14 id. at 1.
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and unmarked minefields have been extensive."' Medical care, if avail-
able at all, may be even more primitive in Kurdistan than in Angola, leading
to an increased incidence of fatalities."" Despite European Community
and U.N. initiatives, mine clearance efforts in Kurdistan have, to date, had
less funding and have generally been less extensive than those undertaken in
Angola and Cambodia. 17
b. Bitter Harvest: The Costs of Unrestricted Mining
Besides the horrendous human costs wrought by antipersonnel mine
warfare,"' the costs of medical treatment, long-term care, and even
obtaining and maintaining artificial limbs can deplete a developing nation's
treasury and require extensive funding from international aid agencies." 9
The effect on transportation, civil infrastructure, industrial regeneration, and
"' Id (noting 1,652 cases of mine casualties treated in one city hospital alone, with 397
amputations resulting; some reports estimate mine casualties in Kurdistan to be 12-20 per
week).
"1 Compare HIDDEN DEATH, supra note 47, at 47-51 (noting also that, despite large
number of leg amputations, prosthetic limbs are generally unavailable) with LAND MINES IN
ANGOLA, supra note 34, at 36-38.
"7 See HIDDEN DEATH, supra note 47, at 53-55.
11 It must not be forgotten, however graphic it may be, that the casualties of mine
explosions often suffer excruciating pain from their injuries, as well as frequent maiming or
outright destruction of limbs. As noted above, the antipersonnel mine is a weapon often
designed to cripple, rather than kill, on the logic that "[a] soldier with his feet blown off is
a much greater burden to himself and his comrades than is a corpse." Wurst, supra note 30,
LEXIS at 2. Even if the victim does not die outright from loss of blood, from being
punctured at chest level by the hundreds of fragments or shrapnel balls of a bounding-type
mine such as the Valmara VS-69, or from extensive shock, the blast of an antipersonnel mine
may drive contaminated soil and debris deep into wounds, "making infection [and, I note,
gangrene] as serious a threat... as blood and tissue loss." Webster, supra note 2, at 42. See
also Ryle, supra note 1, at 131; LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 117-31, Appendix 10 (citing
Robin M. Coupland & Adriaan Korver, Injuries from Antipersonnel Mines: The experience
of the International Committee of the Red Cross, 303 BRIT. MED. J. 1509, 1509-12 (1991)).
119 As U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali summarizes the impact of land
mines on developing nations, "The effect on individuals is psychologically devastating; the
demand on a poor nation's health, welfare, and social system is overwhelming. Amputation
or blindness usually means the end of a peasant's working life. For many, the cost of a
prosthesis is prohibitive." Boutros Boutros-Ghali, The Land Mine Crisis: A Humanitarian
Disaster, FOREIGN AFFAIRS, SeptJOct. 1994, at 8, 9-10. See Webster, supra note 2, at 42
(noting the cost of one relatively inexpensive artificial leg as being $25.00, with "thousands"
already having been fitted to wounded Cambodians).
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basic food provision can likewise be substantial, as in Angola's case.12
The cost of training and employing mine-removal personnel and of obtaining
specialized mine-removal vehicles,12 1 as well as the numbers of such
experts required," 2 is daunting and will likely remain so until the entire
nature of mine clearance is changed. According to one estimate, the effort
required to dispose of all mines currently emplaced worldwide may cost
between $200 to $300 billion over the next twenty-five years.12
From its beginnings, mine warfare has now progressed to more than a
mere barricade or temporary impediment to the movement of troops. It is
now a strangler of the economies and political systems of many developing
nations,"M and literally a daily threat to life and limb of thousands of
2 See supra note 98 and accompanying text (noting also the deleterious effects of mining
on long-term chances for peace and political progress in Angola). Much the same can be said
about Cambodia's experience. See generally Branigin, supra note 107.
12) See Ryle, supra note 1, at 126 (noting UNTAC's purchase of three such vehicles for
$1A million, only to find that the vehicles were completely ineffective on Cambodia's rolling
terrain).
In general, however, most demaining operations in Third World countries are primitive and
cannot rely upon demining tanks or armored "counter-obstacle" bulldozers. As one observer
has noted, mine clearance often boils down to a man with a stick or metal rod probing for
mines. " 'Most mine-clearing tools are glorified farm implements,' . . . and 'a man with a
stick is still the most common instrument.' " Lippman, supra note 62, at A20 (quoting a
recent analysis in the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists). See also Ryle, supra note 1, at 126
(citing several U.S. Army experts, who note that "a counter-mine 'silver bullet' is nowhere
in sight"); LANDMINEs, supra note 24, at 257-58. One of the Pentagon's mine clearing
experts, Alan Epstein, has concluded, "Manual clearance remains the primary means of
demaining former war zones"). Id. at 258.
'2 See Webster, supra note 2, at 52 (noting existence of some 20 companies specializing
in mine removal).
"3 Id. at 29 (citing Brigadier Patrick Blagden, U.N. mine disarmament authority, who
commented, "Obviously, the economics of this kind of warfare are devastating. Figuring out
how we'll pay for the mine clearance is as difficult as the mine clearance itself"). See also
LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 251 (citing U.N. estimates that average costs of mine removal,
including logistics support, averages between $300 and $1,000 per mine). For more on the
technical details of mine clearance, see LANDMINEs, supra note 24, at 234-60.
With the vast number of mines deployed worldwide and the incredible harm inflicted by
them, it is easy to see why the State Department has referred to land mines as "the most toxic
and widespread pollution facing mankind." U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, HIDDEN KILLERS: THE
GLOBAL PROBLEM WITH UNCLEARED LANDMINEs 2 (1993).
'2 U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali lamented in a recent article, "Mines
have been planted around key economic installations, including electric plants and power
lines, water treatment plants, road networks, market centers, and port facilities. By
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civilians worldwide. In many respects, antipersonnel mines are justly
deserving of the assertion that they are "a weapon of mass destruction in
slow motion."'"
III. CURBING THE THREAT: PROTOCOL II AND OTHER
RECENT PROPOSALS
A. Introduction
The world's increasing concern with the perils manifested by untrammeled
mine warfare led to the creation of Protocol II,m" which remains the key
international agreement explicitly regulating mine warfare and its conduct.
More recently, other steps-both unilateral and multinational-have been
taken or proposed to curb the proliferation and use of antipersonnel
mines.' 27 Existing export control regimes may also play a part in slowing
or halting the spread and usage of these weapons.'28 Each individual
component of these measures, however, has its respective shortfalls as well
as its merits.
B. An Analysis of Protocol II of the Conventional Weapons Convention
Protocol II of the Conventional Weapons Convention represents the only
currently existing mechanism in international law intended to restrict the
conduct of land mine warfare and to outlaw certain types of related weapons
(e.g., booby traps).' 29 Although Protocol II has been in effect for ten
years, many of the most egregious examples of unrestricted land mine
neutralizing essential infrastructure, mines present a virtually insuperable obstacle to post-
conflict peace-building." Boutros-Ghali, supra note 119, at 8. Because of this strangulation,
one almost hesitates to use the term "developing" for such nations: their development, in
many ways, may have reached an impasse until the mines are removed or otherwise
neutralized.
" Ryle, supra note 1, at 120 (quoting Kenneth Anderson, Human Rights Watch Arms
Project).
" See supra notes 39-46 and accompanying text.
127 See infra part III(C).
2 See infra notes 208-209 and accompanying text.
129 See infra note 146 and accompanying text. Because of the fragments produced by
plastic mines, aspects of Protocol I of the Conventional Weapons Convention may also be
implicated.
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warfare have nonetheless occurred during its existence.' 30 As we will see,
while it represents a major step forward in curbing the perils of this
particular weapon, Protocol II is not without extensive shortfalls. 31
1. Protocol II in a Nutshell
The basic policy behind Protocol II is articulated in Article 3, which
prohibits "in all circumstances" the directing of mines, booby traps and
similar devices 132 against civilian populations or individual civilians,
33
whether in offense, defense, or "by way of reprisals."" Furthermore, any
"indiscriminate use"'35 of mines is likewise prohibited under Protocol II.
130 See supra note 45 and accompanying text.
131 See infra notes 166-195 and accompanying text.
132 See supra note 3 (defining these items).
1 While not specifically defined in the Conventional Weapons Convention or Protocol
II, "civilian" has been defined in a contemporary protocol to the Geneva Conventions as being
"any person who does not belong to one of the categories of persons referred to in Article
4(A)(1), (2), (3) and (6) of [the Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners
of War, Aug. 12, 1949, 75 U.N.T.S. 135] and in Article 43 of this Protocol [defining
members of armed forces]. In case of doubt whether a person is a civilian, that person shall
be considered to be a civilian." Protocol I to Diplomatic Conference on Reaffirmation and
Development of International Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflict, adopted June
9, 1977, opened for signature, Dec. 12, 1977, U.N. Doc. A/32/144, 16 I.L.M. 1391, 1413, at
art. 50 [hereinafter Geneva Convention Protocol I].
The focus of Protocol II is (with the exception of U.N. peacekeeping forces, due to their
unique status) upon the protection of civilians from the hazards of mines. As noted earlier,
children are also entitled to special protection from certain types of booby traps. See supra
note 47 and accompanying text. As such, Protocol II restates, in a specific context (that of
mine warfare), much of what already exists as international custom or international law (e.g.,
that it is prohibited to attack civilians and that distinctions must be made in combat between
civilians and combatants). See generally Respect for Human Rights in Armed Conflict, G.A.
Res. 2444, U.N. GAOR, 23d Sess., Supp. No. 18, at 164, U.N. Doc. A/7433 (1968) (cited in
LAND MINES IN ANGOLA, supra note 34, at 59 & n.3, and in LANDMINES, supra note 24, at
306 n.112).
" Protocol H, supra note 3, art. 3(2), 19 I.L.M. at 1530.
'35 Defined as (1) placement of mines not on or directed against a "military objective,"
(2) delivery by means that "cannot be directed at a specific military objective," or (3) any use
that may be expected to cause "excessive" incidental civilian casualties or damage to civilian
objects. Id., art. 3(3), 19 I.L.M. at 1530. Cf. Geneva Convention Protocol I, arts. 49(1),
51(4), 16 I.L.M. at 1412-13 (similarly forbidding indiscriminate actions against civilians or
civilian objects, but using the term "attacks," as opposed to "placement" and, instead of
Protocol 11's third prohibition on indiscriminate placement, prohibiting any attacks "which
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Belligerents engaging in mine warfare are expected to take "[a]ll feasible
precautions" under then-prevailing humanitarian and military considerations
to protect civilians from the effects of mines.
36
By focusing on locations of "military objectives,"' 37 Article 4 specifical-
ly places a geographic restriction on the conduct of mine warfare.
31
Article 4 prohibits the use of mines or booby traps (except for remotely
delivered mines, which are addressed separately in Article 5) in any area
populated by civilians in which ground combat is neither occurring nor
imminent, unless (a) mines are placed near a likely military objective, or (b)
adequate measures are taken to protect civilians. 39  Such protective
measures may include posting warning signs, sentries, or protective fencing,
and issuing warning notices."
Articles 5 and 6 regulate the use of remotely delivered "scatterable" mines
and booby traps, respectively. Article 5 bans the use of remotely delivered
mines away from military objectives or areas containing such military
objectives.' 4' Further, such mines are not to be used unless their location
can be adequately recorded or unless an effective device is used on each
such mine to render it inoperable or cause it to self-destruct at an appropriate
time.142 If such mines are to be scattered in a way that may affect a
employ a method or means of combat the effects of which cannot be limited as required by
[Geneva Convention Protocol I]").
136 Protocol II, supra note 3, art. 3(4), 19 I.L.M. at 1531.
13' Defined as being "any object which by its nature, location, purpose or use makes an
effective contribution to military action and whose total or partial destruction, capture or
neutralization, in the circumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite military advantage."
Id., art. 2(4), 19 I.L.M. at 1530. By contrast, any object not defined as a military object is
by definition a "civilian object." Id., art. 2(5), 19 I.L.M. at 1530.
"3 Id., art. 4, 19 I.L.M. at 1531. See Carnahan, supra note 25, at 77-79 (noting that
provisions of Article 4 "draw heavily on Articles 51 and 57 of the 1977 First Protocol to the
Geneva Conventions and may be thought of as an [adaptation] of those Articles to the
peculiarities of land mine warfare").
'39 Protocol II, supra note 3, art. 4(2), 19 I.L.M. at 1531.
140 Id.
141 Id., art. 5(1), 19 I.L.M. at 1531.
142 Id. Scatterable mines were almost banned outright during the Conventional Weapons
Conference because of the risks they pose to civilians and because of the "unfair advantage"
presented by them for countries with access to advanced military technology. LANDMINES,
supra note 24, at 300.
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civilian population, advance warning is generally required. 43 Notably, no
time restrictions are specified in either the protocol itself or in its accompa-
nying technical annex. This omission suggests that the matter must be one
for custom to determine or for a case-by-case determination based on the
particular circumstances of the type of mine and its role "-a particularly
disturbing omission, and one that is not likely to be clarified during the "fog
of war."
Article 6's prohibitions supplement existing rules regarding treachery and
perfidy in combat by completely banning specific types of booby traps 45
and their use under designated circumstances.' 4 ' Further, any booby traps
143 Protocol II, supra note 3, art. 5(2), 19 I.L.M. at 1531. This does not require, however,
any warnings be made to civilians after scatterable mines are laid, which is problematic
because "a warning often will be perfectly possible after mines are delivered, even though
security considerations... might have justified not issuing a prior warning." LANDMiNES,
supra note 24, at 302. But see Carnahan, supra note 25, at 80-81 (reasoning that subsequent
warnings may still be necessary under Article 3(4)).
'" The original draft referred to the "fitting" of self-destruct/neutralization devices to
scatterable/remotely delivered mines. Because this terminology may have implied that such
devices could be removed or need not be permanently installed on mines, the language was
changed to the current requirement that those devices be "used." Carnahan, supra note 25,
at 89 n.54.
'45 The proscription includes "any booby-trap in the form of an apparently harmless
portable object which is specifically designed and constructed to contain explosive material
and to detonate when it is disturbed or approached .... " Protocol II, supra note 3, art.
6()(a), 19 I.L.M. at 1532. This clause therefore prohibits the manufacture of prefabricated
booby traps. It also tends to bar not only the use, but also the production, of any remotely
deliverable booby traps. LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 304; Carnahan, supra note 25, at 90.
' These specifically listed prohibitions relate to the following:
[Blooby-traps which are in any way attached to or associated with:
(i) internationally recognized protective emblems, signs or signals;
(ii) sick, wounded or dead persons;
(iii) burial or cremation sites or graves;
(iv) medical [facilities, equipment, supplies or transportation];
(v) children's toys or other portable objects or products specially
designed for the feeding, health, hygiene, clothing or education of
children;
(vi) food or drink;
(vii) kitchen utensils or appliances except in military [establishments,
locations or supply depots];
(viii) objects clearly of a religious nature;
(ix) historic monuments, works of art or places of worship which
constitute the cultural or spiritual heritage of peoples; or
1994]
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that cause "superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering" are categorically
outlawed. 14' This clause tends to outlaw some fairly primitive devices
(e.g., poisoned "punji sticks," which are sharpened bamboo staves or spears
placed in hidden pits)." The list of these enumerated circumstances
parallels many traditional rules of armed conflict; the common policy is one
of "reinforcing the respect and protection which international law already
accords to civilians, cultural property, and the sick and wounded" and to
children.149
Articles 7 and 9 provide for temporal protections against mine war-
fare." °  The former article codifies many armies' (including NATO's)
(x) animals or their carcasses.
Protocol II, supra note 3, art. 6(1)(b), 19 I.L.M. at 1532.
Note also that booby traps were already considered to be an illegal weapon before Protocol
I, due in part to the relationship of these weapons to custom and international law barring
treachery or deceit in warfare. See GREENSPAN, supra note 5, at 363; LANDMINES, supra note
24, at 303-04; Geneva Convention Protocol I, supra note 133, art. 37, 16 I.L.M. at 1409
(prohibiting killing, capturing or injuring of an adversary by "resort to perfidy" and providing
certain examples of perfidious actions; but expressly not prohibiting "ruses of war, which are
intended to mislead an adversary or to induce him to act recklessly but which infringe no rule
of international law," such as use of camouflage, decoys, deception operations and
misinformation).
141 Protocol II, supra note 3, art. 6(2), 19 I.L.M. at 1532. But see LANDMINEq, supra note
24, at 304 (suggesting this provision to be a redundancy: "Of course, under customary
international law, the use of any weapon apt to lead to such results is prohibited").
148 See, e.g., Carnahan, supra note 25, at 90.
'49 1a at 90-93.
'" Id. at 82-83 (noting Professor Georg Schwarzenberger's criticism of rules, such as
Articles 7 and 9, as being "merely formal" and "purely admonitory" and arguing that such
measures are little more than a sham to cover up the "inability or unwillingness" of nations
to undertake real cooperative post-war efforts; but pointing out recent prevalence of similar
clauses in armistice and peace agreements; citing 1953 Korean armistice agreement, 1973
Paris peace accords between the United States and the two Vietnams, and the Israeli-Egyptian
peace treaty of 1979).
In at least the latter case, Professor Schwarzenberger's criticism may have been incorrect;
massive operations were jointly conducted to clear the Suez Canal and portions of the Sinai
Desert of mines. This effort continues today under the aegis of the Multinational Force of
Observers (MFOO), established by the Camp David accords. See supra note 86 (concerning
the efforts of Suez Canal mine clearance teams).
In one sense, however, the drafters of Protocol II failed to fully evaluate the temporal
problem posed by delayed-action mines and the development of durable mines that retain their
destructive power and continue to pose a threat to civilians years after a conflict is concluded.
LANDMINEs, supra note 24, at 273.
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existing internal practices of marking and recording minefields' and
makes retention of all such records mandatory. On the "cessation of active
hostilities,"'52 the sharing and exchange of mine plans and information
between former combatants and with the U.N. Secretary General is
mandated," 3 "whenever possible, by mutual agreement."' 5  Article 9
calls for cooperation between former belligerents, other states and interna-
tional agencies in providing both information and technical assistance
(including joint operations, where appropriate) to remove or neutralize mines
and booby traps. 5 As noted earlier, Protocol II also establishes a new
level of protection for U.N. peacekeepers and observers (and a slightly lesser
level for U.N. fact-finding missions) who might be expected to encounter
't1 See supra note 30. See also SCHINDLER & TOMAN, supra note 44, at 188-89
(Technical Annex to Protocol II, generally addressing the methods to be used in recording
minefields and locations of booby traps).
1-2 This wording originated in Article 118 of the Third Geneva Convention on Prisoners
of War and has been interpreted as being "something more than a temporary truce or
ceasefire" but not having to rise to the level of a formal peace treaty or written armistice.
The "cessation of active hostilities" wording has also been viewed as not being a measure
"which leaves open the possibility of a resumption of the struggle, but to a cessation of
hostilities as the result of total surrender or of such circumstances or conditions ... as render
it out of the question for the defeated party to resume hostilities." Carnahan, supra note 25,
at 87-88 (citing LASSA OPPENHEIM, INTERNATIONAL LAW 613 (Hersch Lauterpacht, 7th ed.
1952)).
Because of this variance in the meaning of what constitutes a "cessation of hostilities," this
term may provide fertile ground for interpretation problems. This provision also only governs
"cessations of hostilities" occurring after Protocol II becomes effective for the belligerent
parties. See also LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 295 & n.93 (noting, for instance, that if the
two Koreas became parties to Protocol II, "no new obligations to disclose mines as a result
of the 1953 cessation of hostilities... would arise").
'5 Protocol II, supra note 3, art. 7, 19 I.L.M. at 1532-33.
Id., art. 7(3)(C), 19 I.L.M. at 1533. The formulation of this section was a compromise.
The original proposal "would have called upon a nation whose territory is partially occupied
by enemy forces at the close of hostilities to reveal the location of any minefields left behind
in the occupied area." Due to at least two criticisms-first, the refusal of several nations to
recognize (even in theory) that hostilities could possibly cease while an enemy retained a
portion of their territories, and second, the outright refusal of other nations to provide any
information voluntarily to a former or current enemy, even if their own citizens' lives were
endangered by minefields-the original draft was substituted. In many respects, however, the
final version may actually have been stricter in its terms that its predecessor because of its
requirement for opposing sides to take "all necessary and appropriate measures... to protect
civilians." See Carnahan, supra note 25, at 86.
155 Protocol II, supra note 3, art. 9, 19 I.L.M. at 1534.
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mines and booby traps."5 To the extent that U.N. peacekeepers become
active combatants, however, these special protections may be lost.'57
In addition to extending several pre-existing humanitarian rules of armed
conflict (in general, the protections afforded to civilians and other non-
combatants and rules limiting unnecessary suffering)5 8 into the specific
area of land mine warfare, Protocol IH contains elements of several other
doctrines found in international law and military theory. One source of
Protocol H's overall policy stems from traditional legal restrictions against
indiscriminate, or "blind," weaponry. Any weapon that may be used in such
a way as to be incapable of distinguishing combatants from non-combatants
(civilians, medical personnel, etc.) may be considered to be an indiscriminate
weapon. 159 This concern was at the heart of the ICRC's original call for
conferences, which ultimately led to the Conventional Weapons Convention
and Protocol II.16) This concern is also central to Article 3(3), prohibiting
156 See supra note 48 and accompanying text; Protocol II, supra note 3, art. 8, 19 I.L.M.
at 1533 (concerning U.N. missions performing humanitarian functions). See also Carnahan,
supra note 25, at 77 (noting that before Protocol U's express mention of U.N. personnel as
a specially protected class under the law of armed conflict, "the only persons protected by that
law were civilians, medical personnel, chaplains, and the sick and wounded").
For fact-finding missions, "the parties to the conflict are placed in the position of insurers
against injury from land mines and booby traps. In the event of a mission member being
injured or killed by such devices, the party controlling the area and the party which emplaced
the device would ... owe international responsibility to the [United Nations]." Id. at 94.
"' See Carnahan, supra note 25, at 94-95. Note, however, that in the wake of U.N.-
supported bombing of Bosnian Serb positions near the town of Gorazde, the Serbs used these
airstrikes to justify their placement of mines around various UNPROFOR facilities, arguing
that the airstrikes effectively made the U.N. forces belligerents. See generally U.N. Air
Strikes Cause Rift Between U.S. and Russia, NPR, Apr. 13, 1994, available in LEXIS, Nexis
Library, NPR File.
' For instance, U.N. General Assembly Resolution 2444 prohibits attacks that are made
on civilians as such and requires distinctions to be clearly drawn in armed conflicts between
civilians and combatants. Respect for Human Rights in Armed Conflict, G.A. Res. 2444, U.N.
GAOR, 23d Sess., Supp. No. 18, at 164, U.N. Doc. A/7433 (1968), cited in HIDDEN DEATH,
supra note 47, at 58. See also Geneva Convention Protocol I, supra note 133, arts. 43, 50(1),
16 I.L.M. 1391; Farrs KALSHOVEN, THE LAW OF WARFARE 31-80 (1973) (summarizing laws
of armed conflicts applicable to protection of civilians).
159 See, e.g., GREENSPAN, supra note 25, at 362-63 (questioning whether use of mines
under certain conditions may be viewed as constituting use of an indiscriminate weapon);
HIDDEN DEATH, supra note 47, at 59-60.
'60 See Carnahan, supra note 25, at 75-76.
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the indiscriminate use of mines. 16  As several commentators have noted,
the laying of land mines that are not removed or recorded or that are non-
self-destructing "may also be blind weapons in relation to time," especially
when left in an area frequently trafficked by civilians. 62
Article 3(3)'s reference to "military advantage" points to Protocol II's
codification of customary law's principle of proportionality. This principle
holds that "loss of life and damage to property must not be out of proportion
to the military advantage to be gained." 6 a While highly selective and
necessarily dependent upon the particular circumstances (note also Protocol
II's references to "feasibility," another pragmatic, fact-specific and highly
discretionary allowance that leaves much room for subjective interpreta-
tion)'" the principle of proportionality embodied in Article 3 seeks to
161 See supra note 135 and accompanying text.
162 LAND MINES IN ANGOLA, supra note 34, at 60-61 (citing M. BOTHE ET AL., NEW
RULES FOR VICTIMS OF ARMED CONFLICTS: COMMENTARY ON THE Two 1977 PROTOCOLS
ADDITIONAL TO THE GENEVA CONvENTIONS OF 1949 305 (1982)).
16' FM 27-10, supra note 5, 41, at 19. See also LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 268-73
(discussing Conventional Weapons Convention analysis of proportionality applied to land
mines and concluding that "no serious analysis" was given by the conference's participants
as to balancing humanitarian principles against the "modest military advantages" offered by
mines, particularly in terms of long-term consequences to civilians); Robblee, supra note 33,
at 106 (stating that as applied to the selection of weapon types, "the rule of proportionality
requires that the foreseeable effect of the weapon to be used must not be out of proportion
to the foreseeable advantage expected to be gained pursuant to its use."); HIDDEN DEATH,
supra note 47, at 60; SHELDON M. COHEN, ARMS AND JUDGMENT 39-41 (1989).
Note that this principle of international custom and law is closely linked to the military
doctrine of "economy of force," by which a commander must use only the smallest amount
of force (troops, weapons, supplies, etc.) necessary to achieve the intended mission or to take
the military objective; in other words, "no greater force should be employed than is necessary
to achieve the objectives toward which it is directed; or... the dimensions of military force
should be proportionate to the values of the objectives at stake." While the rule of
proportionality limits violence in war to "that which is permissible pursuant to legitimate
military requirements" for humanitarian reasons, the doctrine of economy of force achieves
the same end, but for practical reasons (i.e., military logistics). Robblee, supra note 33, at
113.
The term "military advantage," however, is "almost meaningless because the worth of the
civil population is not considered by most military/quasi-military commanders;" as one expert
noted to the author, if any perceived military advantage exists in using mines, "they are used,"
even if the commander knows that more civilian than military casualties may result. Letter
from Patrick M. Blagden, Dep't of Peacekeeping Operations, United Nations, to author (July
1, 1994) (on file with author).
'" See generally HIDDEN DEATH, supra note 47, at 61-62.
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prohibit excessive violence toward civilians and damage of civilian
property."
Under Protocol II, proportionality is a two-pronged test. First, a
commander must assess the "concrete and definite military advantage"'"
(however slight it may be) to be gained. According to the ICRC's
commentary on Protocol II, this advantage must be one that is "substantial
and relatively close," and "advantages which are hardly perceptible and those
which would only appear in the long term should be disregarded."'6' 7
Second, the foreseeable injury to civilians must not be "excessive" in relation
to the military advantage sought: "Excessive damage is a relational concept
which requires a good-faith balancing of disparate probabilities, but there is
never a justification for excessive civilian casualties."'"
2. The Limits to Protocol H's Effectiveness
While a useful first step towards the regulation and restriction of land
mine warfare, Protocol II's application has been seriously impeded by several
significant flaws. These defects exist in the agreement's lack of clear
examples and consistent definitions; its complete lack of adequate verifica-
tion and enforcement mechanisms; its restricted application to selected armed
conflicts; and-perhaps most grievously-in the international community's
failure to enforce Protocol II in any meaningful way or to ratify it in any
meaningful numbers.
While in one sense pragmatically recognizing "military necessity" as a
legitimate concern, certain provisions of Protocol II are subject to potentially
16 See Protocol 11, Article 3(3)(c): indiscriminate use of mines specifically includes use
of mines "which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians,
damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to
the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated." Id., art. 3(3)(c), 19 I.L.M. at 1530
(emphasis added).
The choice of the word "excessive" represents the key to the doctrine of proportionality,
and Protocol I's definition is very similar to the U.S. Army's definition of proportionality.
See supra note 163 (citing FM 27-10).
'6 LAND MINES IN ANGOLA, supra note 34, at 61 (citing INTERNATIONAL COMM. OF THE
RED CROSS, COMMENTARY ON THE ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS OF 8 JUNE 1977 TO THE
GENEVA CONVENIONS OF 12 AUGUST 1949 684 (1987)) [hereinafter ICRC COMMENTARY].
167 id.
'68 Id. at 61-62 (citing ICRC COMMENTARY, supra note 166, at 625-26). See also HIDDEN
DEATH, supra note 47, at 60-61.
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inconsistent interpretation and application. This is because Protocol II
ultimately leaves too much to international custom or in-the-field decision-
making by military commanders. For several provisions, neither adequate
definitions nor clarifying examples are given."
Article 7(1)(a)'s requirement for the recording of "pre-planned" minefields
is one case in point. Nowhere does the protocol define what is meant by the
term "pre-planned," and different national practices in recording mines may
thwart reasonable application of this article in practice:
It is clear that the term was intended to refer to a degree of
advance preparation beyond that covered by the word
"planned." In a military sense, a "planned" minefield is one
for which detailed efforts have been made to schedule,
organize and program the minefield in advance of the actual
execution of those efforts. Since "preplanned" means more
than "planned," a "preplanned" minefield is, by its nature,
one for which a detailed military plan exits [sic] consider-
ably in advance of the proposed date of execution. Natural-
ly, such a detailed military plan could not exist for the vast
majority of minefields emplaced during wartime. In the heat
of combat many minefields will be created to meet immedi-
ate ... contingencies with little "planning" or "preplan-
ning.'1
7o
Moreover, Article 7 applies only to the recording of the overall location
of a minefield, not to the individual location or arrangement of mines within
" See infra note 183 and accompanying text. See also LANDMINES, supra note 24, at
286-91 (noting Article 3(3)'s failure to provide guidance as to balancing long-term
humanitarian and environmental harms against short-term military gains, and its ignorance of
"the basic problem of indiscriminateness," i.e., "future harm to civilians that may be caused
by mines outliving their military purpose"), 291 (noting Protocol II's failure to provide
specific examples of "precautionary measures" to be taken under Article 3(4)). Another
example of inconsistent usage may be Protocol II's references to indiscriminate "placement,"
as opposed to the Geneva Convention Protocol I's usage of indiscriminate "attacks." See
supra note 135.
7 Carnahan, supra note 25, at 84 (emphasis added). See also LAND MINES IN ANGOLA,
supra note 34, at 64-65.
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the field."' This indefiniteness in recording placement and configuration
of each mine may bedevil those who must ultimately remove the mines. In
practice, also, the locations of few minefields have been adequately recorded;
where they have been mapped, the actual locations of individual mines are
often "wildly inaccurate."'" The willingness or ability of military forces
to comply with mine recording rules likewise has been dubious at best and,
when done, such records are often incomplete or inaccurate. The use of
scatterable mines only exacerbates this problem due to their unpredictable
dispersion.
Article 9's requirement for parties to enter into joint mine removal
operations and to share technical information may also be subject to the
criticism by several commentators who have denounced such provisions in
past treaties as being merely a hortatory pronouncement, with little real effect
or practical enforcement capability.7 3 Further, many secrecy-minded
nations may be extremely reluctant (even at the peril of their own citizens'
lives) to release what might be regarded as vital defense information. 74
In addition, although Article 5 authorizes use of remotely delivered mines if
their locations can be "accurately recorded" or if such mines contain an
"effective neutralization mechanism,"1" the ability to record accurately the
boundaries of a vast minefield randomly laid by aircraft or artillery barrage
1'' LAND MINES IN ANGOLA, supra note 34, at 65 n.21. Standing U.S. and NATO policy
requires much more detail for regular (i.e., non-scatterable) minefields: exact locations and
patterns in which the mines are laid are to be recorded in full. See FM 5-102, supra note 25,
at 89-93.
" LANDMINEs, supra note 24, at 293 (citing examples of failed efforts to accurately map
land mines placed during the 1982 Falkland Islands War). In practice, however, mine
recording may make little difference in terms of professional mine removal because-realizing
the very weaknesses of such records--"[no] professional mine clearer ever trusts a mine
map.. . ." Correspondence, Patrick M. Blagden, Dep't of Peacekeeping Operations, United
Nations (July 1, 1994) (on file with author).
7 See supra note 150 and accompanying text (citing Professor Schwarzenberger's
criticisms of these types of provisions). See also LANDMiNn, supra note 24, at 294 (agreeing
with Professor Schwarzenberger's criticisms: "Nothing in [Protocol I1] makes mine clearance
mandatory or even a priority. In addition, nothing requires that mines be built in a way that
would facilitate their removal.... Furthermore, while [Protocol I] merely encourages mine
clearance efforts after the end of active hostilities, a proper application of customary law
prohibiting indiscriminate attacks ... would require mine removal immediately after the
military objective for which the mines were placed ceases to exist. This would be well before
the end of an armed conflict").
17" See supra note 154.
175 Protocol II, supra note 3, art. 5, 19 I.L.M. at 1531.
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is doubtful at best. The current effectiveness of many types of self-
neutralization or self-destruct devices on scatterable mines likewise is highly
questionable. 76
While Protocol H is an annex to a convention concerning conventional
weapons of an "excessively injurious" or "indiscriminate" nature,1" it must
not be forgotten that Protocol H is principally addressed to the protection of
civilians and non-combatants.178  Its strictures (apart from Article 6's
outright prohibitions on booby traps)' 79 do not protect soldiers from the
use of particularly brutal types of. antipersonnel mines."st Thus, while a
bounding mine such as the VS-69 8 ' that wounded civilians could be
proscribed under the protocol, the identical weapon's infliction of the same
injuries on a soldier simply would not violate Protocol II. Weapons such as
the dum-dum bullet and mustard gas were banned by international agree-
ment 82 after their use in combat, precisely because of the extremely
destructive and crippling injuries they inflicted and regardless of the identity
of the injured person. It is an open question as to why the antipersonnel
mine, a weapon capable of inflicting injuries of a similarly painful, long-term
and destructive nature, has not received comparable legal treatment. The
primary justification for Protocol U's silence on this issue must only be a
general deference to international custom. Both the prevalence of these
weapons in nations' arsenals and their extensive usage in combat by so many
nations and armed groups suggest that custom has not yet curbed their use
against soldiers. 3
176 See supra note 55 and accompanying text (noting potentially dire consequences of
even a one-percent failure rate in self-destruct/self-neutralization devices on scatterable
mines).
'7 See supra note 159.
178 See supra note 133 and accompanying text.
'7 See supra notes 3, 146 and accompanying text.
o See HIDDEN DEATH, supra note 47, at 57.
181 See supra note 63.
182 See supra note 5.
183 The role of custom in the law of armed conflicts is especially treacherous when it
comes to the matter of certain weapons. The United States' predominant position has been
that the question of what weapons cause unnecessary injury or suffering "can only be
determined in light of the practice of States in refraining" from their use. FM 27-10, supra
note 5, 1 34, at 18. See also Fred Bright, Jr., Nuclear Weapons as a Lawful Means, 30 MIL.
L. REv. 1, 34, 39 (1965). For a review of the role of international customary law and mine
warfare, see memorandum from Daniel H. Zafren to Sen. Patrick Leahy, Landmines and
Customary International Law, published by Congressional Research Service, Apr. 18, 1994.
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Further, the geographic and temporal focuses"u of Protocol II, while
pragmatic enough, also generate questions in terms of uniform application.
As noted above, Protocol II's focus is geographic, restricting mine emplace-
ment within a particular area of land, rather than focusing on the persons
entering that area as not being a legitimate object of attack by mines."s
Suppose, for example, that an area that, at the beginning of a war, was front-
line territory and clearly included a "military objective" later becomes a rear-
area headquarters and logistics center (still an area of undeniable military
significance) but also becomes a point of concentration for civilian refugees.
Protocol I's effect, under such circumstances, becomes less clear.
Moreover, despite incorporating much that is already a part of international
custom, Protocol II is generally applicable only to international armed
conflicts and some wars of self-determination (e.g., against racist or colonial
regimes)."s In its current form, Protocol II is therefore not directly
applicable to conflicts such as those in Angola, Cambodia, Rwanda, Liberia,
Georgia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Afghanistan, or Kurdistan. I"7 In terms of
temporal protection, as drafted, Protocol II does not adequately recognize the
long-term threat to civilians posed by mines because of many mines'
18 See supra notes 138 and 150 and accompanying text.
8 HIDDEN DEATH, supra note 47, at 57.
'86 LAND MINES IN ANGOLA, supra note 34, at 58; HIDDEN DEATH, supra note 47, at 56;
VON GLAHN, supra note 5, at 741 (noting that the Conventional Weapons Convention and its
three protocols are only applicable to those situations referred to in Article 2 common to the
four 1949 Geneva Conventions, including "wars against colonial domination, alien occupation,
and racist regimes"). See Robert Kogod Goldman, International Humanitarian Law and the
Armed Conflicts in El Salvador and Nicaragua, 2 AM. U.J. INT'L L. & POL'Y 539, 543-47,
557-59 (1987) (arguing that Protocol II should be applicable to conflicts such as those in
Central America).
The Soviet mining of Afghanistan and the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) War would
undoubtedly have been covered by Protocol I's terms, even if the Angolan Civil War and the
most recent fighting in Cambodia may not have been.
18 The use of land mines against food and agricultural infrastructures by several of the
Angolan factions and by the Iraqis against the Kurds may be illegal if the primary goal is
starvation of civilians. Article 54 of 1977's Protocol I establishes "a substantially new rule
which has been accepted by many governments as customary law and which limits the use
of land mines" by (1) prohibiting starvation of civilians as a method of war and (2)
prohibiting attacking, destroying or removing "items indispensable to the survival of the
civilian population .... Thus, fields may not be mined if this mining could be expected to
result in leaving civilians in the area with so little food as to starve them or force them to
move." HIDDEN DEATH, supra note 47, at 62-63. See also LAND MINES IN ANGOLA, supra
note 34, at 62-64.
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continued efficacy and lack of degradation after years of burial.
Most importantly, while fifty-three nations have signed the Conventional
Weapons Convention,'t only forty-one nations are actually parties by
ratification. 9 Through various declarations or reservations to the conven-
tion, several nations have criticized the complete lack of effective supervi-
sion, verification, or enforcement mechanisms as one major shortcoming of
the Convention." ° While the United States was a signatory of the Conven-
tional Weapons Convention, it has failed to ratify it, despite the ardent hopes
of leading international law experts that it would assume a major role. 91
18 See SCHINDLER & TOMAN, supra note 44, at 191-92.
19 Boutros-Ghali, supra note 119, at 12.
190 See SCHINDLER & TOMAN, supra note 44, at 192-95 (noting declarations and
reservations to that effect made by the People's Republic of China ("IT]he Convention fails
to provide for supervision or verification of any violation of its clauses" and criticizing
Protocol II as failing to restrict adequately an aggressor nation's use of mines on the territory
of its victim); France (reserving the right to submit proposals for a verification mechanism
under Article 8 of the Conventional Weapons Convention); and Italy). See also LANDMINES,
supra note 24, at 283.
191 See SCHINDLER & TOMAN, supra note 44, at 192. This failure to ratify the convention
may not be attributable to any real policy disagreement with Protocol II itself, but rather to
(a) disagreements with the scope of Protocol III, which bans the use of incendiary weapons
(such as napalm bombs or flamethrowers) under various circumstances, and (b) "uncertainty
and a sense of unease" that the international community might expand the Conventional
Weapons Convention to cover other weapons in U.S. arsenals, including fragmentation bombs
(such as the cluster bomb, a weapon used extensively in Vietnam and in the Gulf War). See
Leahy, supra note 103, at 12-13; Protocol IIl, 19 I.L.M. at 1534-35; DONALD A. WELLS, THE
LAws OF LAND WARFARE: A GUIDE TO THE U.S. ARMY MANUALS 62-64, 178 (1992); R.R.
Baxter, Perspective: The Evolving Laws of Armed Conflicts, 60 MR. L. REv. 99, 109 (1973)
[hereinafter Baxter] (noting SIPRI's call for restrictions against small-calibre and fragmenta-
tion weapons, which ultimately led to the conferences that resulted in the Conventional
Weapons Convention); R.R. Baxter, Modernizing the Law of War, 78 MIL. L. REV. 165, 180-
82 (1977) [hereinafter R.R. Baxter] (anticipating that the Senate would ultimately ratify the
Conventional Weapons Convention and the protocols); Robblee, supra note 33, at 119-20
(noting that the United States' emissaries to the preliminary conferences advocated six
subjective criteria other than the "unnecessary suffering" guideline as to whether a weapon's
military utility was exceeded by its capacity to inflict unnecessary injury or suffering).
The United States' failure to ratify Protocol II may have contributed greatly to other
nations' failure to ratify it as well or to the international community's general failure to attach
significant weight to its pronouncements. See Lippman, supra note 62, at A20 (citing Sen.
Patrick Leahy: "The fact that [so few nations] have ratified the convention is almost certainly
due, in part, to the failure of the United States to ratify it and then pressure others to do
likewise").
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Apart from the United Nations, the ICRC, arms monitoring groups, and
humanitarian medical/relief agencies," z anecdotal evidence suggests that
relatively few organizations (even in some of the regions most seriously
affected) appear to be aware of Protocol II's existence. 93 Because many
of the worst offenses have occurred in regions strictly outside of its
coverage,1 4 and because no responsibilities are allocated or implementation
measures enunciated in its provisions,'" the international community's
ability to enforce Protocol II is grievously lacking in such situations.
C. Other International and Unilateral Initiatives
1. Additional United Nations' Efforts
Since the Conventional Weapons Convention, several recent General
Assembly resolutions have addressed the matter of land mines. Resolution
46/40 was adopted on December 6, 1991, and stemmed from Swedish
proposals to amend the Conventional Weapons Convention, to urge
additional states to ratify the convention, and to consider the ICRC's
potential to assume a greater role under the convention.' Also in late
1991, the General Assembly voted to establish a computerized international
conventional arms register to provide "transparency in armaments" by listing
' These groups include the Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation; Human Rights
Watch; Physicians for Human Rights; Handicap International; Medico International; the Mines
Advisory Group; the ICRC; and World Vision International. Ryle, supra note 1, at 132. Six
of these agencies have issued a joint appeal to ban antipersonnel mines. See LANDMINES,
supra note 24, at 361-62.
'93 See Wurst, supra note 30, LEXIS at 5 (noting that during one expert's 1991 tour of
Cambodia, "only Red Cross officials had heard of Protocol Il").
'" See supra note 186 and accompanying text. While this may be technically the case,
"all parties [to the internal conflicts in areas like Somalia, Iraqi Kurdistan, Cambodia and
Angola] are bound by customary international law which unequivocally prohibits these
practices" because of the tendency of these weapons to deliberately or indiscriminately injure
civilians. LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 142.
'" See Ryle, supra note 1, at 131; National Defense Authorization Act, Pub. L. No. 103-
160, § 1423(a)(8), 107 Stat. 1547, 1830 (1993) (noting that "[t]he lack of compliance
procedures and other weaknesses have significantly undermined the effectiveness" of Protocol
11).
'9 See 16 U.N. Disarmament Y.B. 360-62 (1991), U.N. Sales No. E.92.IX.l. For its part,
the ICRC issued a statement in October 1992 calling for "an appropriate strengthening" of
Protocol II and the convention. LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 455-59 (Appendix 15).
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certain classes of weaponry and by monitoring their sales and transfer on (at
first) a voluntary basis." While mines are not currently among the
weapons to be monitored and while the Register also currently lacks
adequate verification powers,'" its creation is another measure that could
in time be used to limit transfer and export of mines. U.N. expansion of the
Register to require mandatory reporting of all significant armaments and
munitions, including mines, would bolster these first efforts. With practice
over time, the role of the Register might also become binding on all states
as a matter of customary law.'"
9 G.A. Res. 46/36L, U.N. GAOR, 46th Sess., 66th mtg., U.N. Doc. A/RES/46/36L,
reprinted in 16 U.N. Disarmament Y.B. 354-58 (1991). See also LANDMINES, supra note 24,
at 113 (noting that the purpose of this automated Conventional Arms Register [the "Register"]
is to promote "transparency so as to encourage prudent restraint by states in their arms export
and import policies and to reduce the risks of misunderstanding, suspicion or tension resulting
from lack of information").
The Register is to be maintained at U.N. Headquarters and currently lists only the following
categories of armaments: battle tanks, armored combat vehicles, large calibre artillery
systems, combat aircraft, attack helicopters, warships and missiles or missile systems.
Registration was to begin on a voluntary basis on April 30, 1993. 16 U.N. Disarmament Y.B.
at 357-58. See also LANDMINEs, supra note 24, at 113; Michael Moodie, Transparency in
Armaments: A New Iter for the New Security Agenda, WASH. Q., Summer 1992, at 72; Paul
Lewis, U.N. Passes Voluntary Register to Curb Arms Sales, N.Y. TIMEs, Dec. 10, 1991, at
All; Conventional Arms Registry Update, in UNITED NATIONS, OFFICE OF DISARMAMENT
AFF., DISARMAMENT NEWsLETTER, AugJSept. 1992, at 4; G.A. Res. 48/75E, U.N. G.A.O.R.,
48th Sess., U.N. Doc. A/48/676, reprinted in UNITED NATIONS, DEP'T OF PUBLIC
INFORMATION, RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY DURING
THE FIRST PART OF ITS FORTY-EIGHTH SESSION 115, U.N. Press Rel. No. GA/8637 (1994)
[hereinafter RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS] (reaffirming General Assembly's "determination
to ensure the effective operation of the Register" and calling for provision of adequate
resources to ensure effective operations).
'9 See generally RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS, supra note 197.
'" See LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 115-16 (reasoning that because (1) mines are
weapon systems that have wrought havoc in developing nations in recent years, and (2) even
an incomplete record would be better than none at all, it would make sense to include mines
in the Register). The United Nations has also announced its intention to expand the Register.
Id. at 115-16 (citing U.N. Resolution 46/36L).
Other recent suggestions have discussed creating an automated register to list mines and
other remnants of war. See infra note 224.
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Moreover, the General Assembly passed Resolution 48n5K, "Moratorium
on the Export of Anti-Personnel Land Mines," in December 1993. 0 This
resolution, prefaced by remarks of Senator Patrick Leahy, noted the General
Assembly's conviction that "a moratorium by States exporting anti-personnel
land-mines ... would reduce substantially the human and economic costs
resulting from the use of such devices" and called upon all member states to
agree to a moratorium on the export of mines.2' Such steps should further
solidify efforts toward a worldwide ban on use, sale, transfer and production
of land mines and should impel further regional and unilateral efforts
towards successful anti-mine moratoria.
2. Unilateral Export Controls and Moratoria on Land Mine Sales: The
United States' Example
Many nations (including the United States) have existing export control
structures that restrict the export of weapons and munitions. Under the
United States' International Traffic in Arms Regulations ("ITAR"),2
which is managed by the State Department's Office of Defense Trade
Controls, all exports or re-exports of "defense articles and services" (i.e., all
goods or services that are inherently military in character)2 3 must be
"0 G.A. Res. 48175 K, U.N. GAOR, 48th Sess., U.N. Doc. A/48/676, reprinted in
RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS, supra note 197, at 120. Despite passage of this resolution, it
may be going too far to say that the General Assembly has implicitly given its support to a
total ban on mines. The United States, on the other hand, continues its multilateral efforts
toward creating an effective land mine control regime by enacting anti-mine moratoria with,
at last count, some 20 participating countries. Letter from Jody Williams, Coordinator,
Landmines Campaign, VVAF, to author (July 7, 1994) (on file with author).
20, G.A. Res. 48n5K, A/48/676, reprinted in RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS, supra note
197, at 120.
202 22 C.F.R. pts. 120-30 (1993). These regulations and related Commerce Department
rules, the Export Administration Regulations (see infra note 206) are, in part, products of the
Cold War and of the multinational Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls
("CoCom"). See NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, FINNG COMMON GROUND: U.S.
EXPORT CONTROLS IN A CHANGED GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT 62-65, 73-77 (1991) (discussing
the origins of CoCom and the structuring of its regulatory mechanisms through its member
nations). As CoCom officially expired as of April 1, 1994, more changes may be in the
future for this export control structure, both for the United States and for its other former
adherents. See Stephen Budiansky & Tim Zimmerman, Off to Market We Go, U.S. NEWS &
WORLD REP., Apr. 11, 1994, at 39-40.
203 22 C.F.R. § 120.3 (1994).
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licensed by the United States government before those items can be sold
abroad. Land mines are items specifically listed in the ITAR.' Under
ITAR and other export control laws, the U.S. government has great
discretion in either granting or denying export licenses.' This discretion
has so far been exercised (at least for the sale of land mines)21 6 to strictly
limit the export of mines. From 1983 to 1992, the United States approved
only ten licenses for commercial export of mines worth $980,000 and FMS
sales of 108,852 antipersonnel mines.'
Nevertheless, the United States has now taken further steps to impose a
moratorium on all sales, transfers and exports of antipersonnel mines. A
one-year moratorium was first established in the 1992 Defense Appropria-
tions Act at the behest of Senator Leahy, a leading proponent of the
moratorium.' In 1993, Congress expanded this moratorium to extend for
a total of four years,2' 9 as well as instructing the President to submit the
Conventional Weapons Convention for Senate ratification and encouraging
the United States (now that the Conventional Weapons Convention's ten-year
2" Id. at § 121.1 (1994) (Category IV (a)).
' See W. Clark McFadden 1I et al., The Structure of Export Licensing, in I THE
COMMERCE DEPARTMENT SPEAKS, at 379, 383, 386 (PLI Corp. L. & Prac. Course Handbook
Series No. 570 (1987)).
As to sales of "dual use" items, which (depending upon the item in question) may be
regulated under the ITAR, the Commerce Department's Export Administration Regulations
("EAR"), 15 C.F.R. pts. 770-99 (1994), or both regimes, the situation is not so clear. There
have been various investigations and allegations over the last five years concerning U.S. and
European firms' shipments of items that may have been used subsequently to develop
chemical weapons or ballistic missile capabilities. For more on these subjects, which extend
beyond the scope of this article, see Kimberly S. Dyslin, Reform of the Multilateral Export
Control Mechanism for the Twenty-First Century: Redefining "The Enemy" and "War", 10
B.U. INT'L LJ. 1 (1992); Jack H. McCall, Jr., "The Inexorable Advance of Technology"?:
American and International Efforts to Curb Missile Proliferation, 32 JURIMETRICS J. 387
(1992).
207 National Defense Authorization Act, § 1423(a)(4), 107 Stat. at 1830 (1993).
2m See Pub. L. No. 102-484, §§ 1364-65, 106 Stat. 2315, 2561 ("Report on International
Mine Clearing Efforts in Refugee Situations" and "Landmine Export Moratorium"). See also
22 U.S.C.A. § 2778 note (West Supp. 1994) (under § 1365(c), stating that "no sale may be
made or financed, no transfer may be made, and no license for export may be issued, under
the Arms Export Control Act [22 U.S.C.A. §§ 2778 et seq. (West 1990 & Supp. 1994)], with
respect to any anti-personnel landmine," nor any foreign military assistance be rendered for
provision of such weapons, for the four-year period from enactment of this legislation).
' National Defense Authorization Act, § 1423(c), 107 Stat. at 1832.
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anniversary has elapsed)"' to "actively seek" modification of Protocol II
to prohibit outright the sale, transfer, export, use, manufacture and possession
of all types of antipersonnel mines.21 In doing so, Congress enunciated
the new United States policy regarding these weapons: "It is the policy of
the United States to seek verifiable international agreements prohibiting the
sale, transfer, or export, and further limiting the manufacture, possession and
use, of anti-personnel landmines. '
12
Since the enactment of the first U.S. mine moratorium, other nations have
followed suit. France has announced that it has ceased all sales, transfers
and exports of land mines. Further, the European Community Parlia-
ment has now issued a resolution calling for a five-year moratorium on their
sale, transfer and export and requesting member states who are Security
Council members to address mine removal efforts as a "matter of the greatest
urgency."2 4 The passage of the United Nations' 1993 resolution, as well
as the convocation of three preliminary review meetings in 1994 (with a
review conference scheduled for fall 1995),215 will likely attract additional
adherents to the call to renew Protocol II and to restrict (if not to ban fully)
2 10 This ten-year anniversary triggers the right of any party to review the provisions of the
Conventional Weapons Convention. See Conventional Weapons Convention, art. 8(3), 19
I.L.M. at 1528.
211 National Defense Authorization Act, § 1423(b)(2), 107 Stat. at 1831-32.
212 Id. at § 1423(b)(1), 107 Stat. at 1831.
21 Id. at § 1423(a)(9), 107 Stat. at 1831. President Mitterand announced in 1993 during
an official visit to Cambodia that he had asked the U.N. Secretary-General to revisit the
Conventional Weapons Convention and Protocol II by convening an international conference
to suggest revisions to the protocol, and he asked other nations to join France in its
moratorium. Ryle, supra note 1, at 132; LANDMINE, supra note 24, at 323-24. Belgium, the
Netherlands, and Italy have also indicated that they will pass unilateral legislation to impose
moratoria on mine export and sales; Lippman, supra note 62, at A20. Other nations in favor
of anti-mine moratoria include Argentina (by public statements from its deputy foreign
minister), Cambodia, Germany, Greece and South Africa (the latter being especially
significant because of its role as "one of the most aggressive promoters of its weapons in the
developing world"); significant lobbying efforts are ongoing in Australia, Ireland, Sweden and
the United Kingdom; and the ICRC, UNICEF and a steering committee of some 60 non-
governmental organizations have conducted various seminars and conferences in support of
the moratorium. Newsletter, Landmines Update, VVAF, Apr. 1994, at 1-2; Jody Williams,
Brief Assessment and Chronology of the Movement to Ban Landmines, VVAF, at 16-21.
214 LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 325, Appendix 13 (citing text of the European
Parliament resolution of December 14, 1992).
215 Letter from Jody Williams, VVAF, to author (July 7, 1994) (on file with author). See
supra note 210 and accompanying text.
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the antipersonnel mine.
D. The Prognosis for Change: A Critique
Whether restriction or abolition of antipersonnel mines is the goal of the
various proposals and legislation currently underway, "a non-proliferation
scheme is only as effective as the net it throws out is wide," as one
commentator on another arms control measure once noted.216 In order to
ensure the effectiveness of Protocol II, more signatory nations must take the
next logical step and ratify the Conventional Weapons Convention. In
addition, the shortcomings of that agreement2 7 urgently need to be
addressed. For that reason, now that ten years have passed since the
Conventional Weapons Convention entered into effect,2"8 the United
Nations (as the convention's depositary) should now convene a conference
to amend the convention and, specifically, Protocol II.
The potential amendments to Protocol II must include verification,
confidence-building 2 9 and monitoring mechanisms,2 ° in order to provide
216 David C. Morrison, Limiting Spread of Missile Know-How, 20 NAT'L J. 1552 (1988)
(citing U.S. official's remarks in context of Missile Technology Control Regime).
217 See supra notes 169-195 and accompanying text.
218 See Conventional Weapons Convention, art. 8(3), 19 I.L.M. at 1528. LANDMINES,
supra note 24, at 8.
The U.N. General Assembly has recently encouraged the parties to the Conventional
Weapons Convention to establish a review conference and encouraged non-member states to
become parties. Notably, the United States, Georgia and the Russian Federation abstained
from the vote on this resolution. G.A. Res. 4879, U.N. GAOR, 48th Sess., U.N. Doc.
A/48/680 (1993), reprinted in RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS, supra note 197, at 134-35.
Similarly, the General Assembly has also recently advocated the establishment of a
coordinated mine-clearance program within the U.N. Secretariat and has called upon the
Secretary-General to prepare a "comprehensive report on the problems caused by the
increasing number of mines and other unexploded devices resulting from armed conflicts
.... G.A. Res. 487, U.N. GAOR, 48th Sess., U.N. Doc. A148/L.5 and Add. 1 (1993),
reprinted in RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS, supra note 197, at 3-4.
219 See generally Document of the Stockholm Conference on Confidence-and-Security-
Building Measures and Disarmament in Europe, Sept. 19, 1986, reprinted in 1987
STOCKHOLM INT'L PEACE RES. INST. Y.B. 355, 355-69 (discussing existing confidence-
building measures in Europe).
o See David A. Koplow & Philip G. Schrag, Carrying a Big Carrot: Linking
Multilateral Disarmament and Developmental Assistance, 91 COLUM. L. REV. 993, 1013-18
(1991) (noting that developmental aid may be an excellent means for encouraging
disarmament or non-proliferation and discussing several principles that should guide drafters
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some "teeth" to Protocol II. Other matters requiring discussion and
resolution must include requirements for more detailed minefield record-
keeping and improved efficacy of scatterable mines' self-neutralization/self-
destruct devices. Because of inherent difficulties created by scatterable
mines when their neutralization/self-destruct mechanisms fail to operate (i.e.,
locating, mapping and destroying unexploded mines), the technical problems
posed by unexploded scatterable mines create a tremendous problem. If such
mines are to continue to be used as a legitimate weapon, either their
neutralization devices must be improved to a higher standard or they must
be manufactured to facilitate detection of unexploded units (e.g., inclusion
of metallic bands to aid in detection).22
For mines other than scatterable types (i.e., hand or machine-laid mines),
Protocol II's technical annex must be revised to include greater particularity
in record-keeping. U.S. and NATO forces, 2 2 as well as those of many
of new arms agreements or amendments: (1) more nations must participate in arms control
pacts to ensure meaningful results (and better coordination of efforts); (2) more equality
between potential parties (the price of agreement being less deference by "have-not" nations
to the industrialized nations' positions than in the past); (3) "real" disarmament, not interim
measures, must be the goal; (4) enhanced verification and compliance, to include confidence-
building measures (CBMs), must be incorporated; (5) establishment of an international
consultative body to oversee the agreement (e.g., creating an ICRC standing committee or
empowering the independent Mines Advisory Group to have U.N.-delegated powers); and (6)
obtaining a high degree of international consensus, to ensure mutuality of rights and
obligations between adherent states).
" Several U.S. manufacturers of scatterable mines have sought to have their products
exempted from the U.S. legislative moratorium because of the presence of self-destruct
mechanisms. See Ryle, supra note 1, at 133-34 (but (a) noting that while exempting mines
with a self-destruct capability would tend to drive prices up [thus restricting the supply of
mines], Third World countries may perceive such an exemption as being a means to force
them to buy only U.S. or Western-made mines, thus thwarting efforts at reciprocity; and (b)
predicting that the moratorium "will lead to increased production of mines in countries that
will never agree to abide by any restrictions at all").
A similar argument to that outlined above has been frequently made by developing states;
namely, that a cultural bias is manifested by the "have" nations against the "have-nots," and
that this hypocritical bias provides the developing states with few incentives to support
disarmament or non-proliferation of a certain type of weapon. See R.R. Baxter, supra note
190, at 166; McCall, supra note 206, at 181. But see Koplow & Schrag, supra note 220, at
1013-16 (providing for developmental aid as a "big carrot" to give developing states such a
worthwhile incentive).
222 See supra note 171 and accompanying text.
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other nations,'m already tend to keep detailed minefield maps for their
internal use. It may also be both desirable and practical to require all
antipersonnel mines to be equipped with self-neutralization devices.
The definition of "mine" may also need reconsideration, as some air-
dropped antipersonnel bomblets or devices act much as a purpose-built
antipersonnel mine would, and as also would standard unexploded munitions
(i.e., bombs, rockets, etc.). The conference may also wish to consider the
role of a supplemental demining data bank, similar in certain general respects
to the United Nation's Conventional Armaments Register, which could list
information concerning practical demaining methods and experts, as well as
mine production, sales and export information. Several such databases are
already under consideration or refinement.'
In addition, more of the arms-producing nations must adhere to mine
control moratoria, whether by legislation and enforcement of their own
unilateral legislation2' or by obeying the United Nations' December 1993
resolution.' While such moratoria may not completely halt either the use
or transfer of antipersonnel mines, they still may have several desirable net
effects: (1) raising transaction costs; (2) thwarting production or contract
deadlines; (3) increasing the risk of exposure of illegal shipments; (4)
warding off potential sellers or buyers of mines or mine-related supplies and
components; and (5) exposing lawbreakers as "pariah" nations or businesses
to worldwide public opprobrium, thus placing pariah states and recalcitrant
arms manufacturers in a status many would prefer to avoid. Greater
adherence to international moratoria would also enhance uniformity in
regulation and enforcement of anti-mine export controls. Because of the
capacity of arms moratoria and export control laws to create the five effects
listed above, restrictions upon production, sale and transfer of mines may
ultimately have a powerful effect upon limiting their use.1
22
At the farthest extreme, numerous commentators and organizations have
called for complete abolition of the antipersonnel mine and a declaration
223 See supra note 112.
2 See Wurst, supra note 30, LEXIS at 4 (noting 1985 SIPRI proposal to create a
"remnants of war" register, which would include "location, magnitude and destructive
capacities of mines and other munitions," resulting from request by U.N. Environment
Program).
z See supra notes 199-215 and accompanying text.
s See supra note 197 and accompanying text.
22 Cf. Ryle, supra note 1, at 132 (citing Stephen Goose of Human Rights Watch's Arms
Project to that effect).
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proscribing the mine as an illegal weapon. This uncompromising position
is based in part upon Protocol II's shortcomings and its apparent failure to
meet its principal goal of lessening the plight of civilians in times of war and
conflict, as well as the inherently "blind" nature of mines as a weapon. As
one commentator declared,
Fine-tuning [Protocol II] will not ameliorate the defining
features of mine warfare:
1. the severity of mine injuries and long-term devastation
caused to civilians; and
2. the operation of mines on delayed-action principles,
which significantly magnify risks to civilians.
2
nm
According to advocates of a total ban, the first of these criticisms justifies
an outright prohibition on antipersonnel mines under customary law
forbidding means of warfare that cause unnecessary suffering, while the
second justifies a worldwide ban because of international customary law
forbidding indiscriminate means of war.2 9  Such an outright ban would
potentially be politically feasible because of the growth of both unilateral and
international moratoria on mines and because of the radically changed
environment and use of these weapons since Protocol II was first pro-
posed.23 Further, such a ban has pragmatic advantages, too: "A total ban
is easier to monitor and enforce than complex restrictions on use," and "a
total ban makes it possible to stigmatize landmines as a weapon .... [I]f the
weapon is banned altogether, then any use of it can be stigmatized."" 3
8 LANDMRNES, supra note 24, at 308. See also LAND MINES IN ANGOLA, supra note 34,
at 3, 67 ("[Protocol II] has proved wholly irrelevant to the conflict in Angola, as it has been
shown to be unworkable elsewhere in the world. Africa Watch concludes that only a
complete ban on the use of anti-personnel land mines can remove the unreasonable danger
that they pose to civilians").
2- LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 308-09. See also 16 I.L.M. at 1412-13 (Geneva
Convention Protocol I, arts. 48, 51) (banning "indiscriminate attacks" against civilians or
civilian populations). See also supra note 25 (citing Professor Greenspan's comments on
illegality of offensive mine warfare).
' LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 352-53.
23' d. at 353.
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Ultimately, however, the final test as to whether or not such measures will
be effective is primarily one of the custom of nations. 2  Given current
practices, the likelihood of successfully imposing a total ban on use of such
weapons currently appears to be very low, pending changes in custom, clear
rejection of the antipersonnel mine as a legitimate weapon of war by
conventional military forces, and strict international enforcement of anti-mine
moratoria.
As a practical matter, not only civilians, but ironically, military forces
themselves may ultimately benefit from abolition of antipersonnel mines as
a weapon. Since World War II, mines have taken an increasing toll of
soldiers, 3 and the continued development of almost entirely undetectable
mines would surely add to the casualty toll attributable to mines in any
future war. From a purely military perspective (particularly that of any
military force which would likely encounter numerous unrecorded, un-
mapped, buried antipersonnel mines in a guerrilla or low-intensity conflict)
any ban on these weapons may therefore be a blessing in disguise.'31
"2 See generally note 183 and accompanying text. Or, as phrased by one leading expert,
'The question is: Are respectable conventional forces going to renounce the legal use of
mines in order to try and prevent their misuse by terrorists, guerrillas, bad guys?" Ryle,
supra note 1, at 134 (quoting Brigadier Patrick Blagden of the U.N.'s mine disarmament
section, who "foresees a long process of persuading the military establishment to forego the
use of mines").
233 See MAJOR GEN. SPURGEON NEEL, DEP'T OF THE ARMY, VIETNAM STUDIES:
MEDICAL SUPPORT OF THE U.S. ARMY IN VIETNAM 53 (1973) (noting that the percentage of
soldiers wounded by fragmentation weapons (including mines and booby traps) increased from
49.6 percent of all casualties in 1966 to 80 percent of all combat casualties in 1970).
The percentages of all deaths and wounds inflicted on U.S. Army forces by mines and
booby traps during World War II, Korea and Vietnam are as follows: World War II, 3% of
deaths, 4% of wounds; Korea, 4% of deaths, 4% of wounds; and Vietnam, I 1% of deaths,
15% of wounds. Id. at 54.
Ironically, possibly one-fifth to one-third of the 58,000 U.S. deaths in Vietnam may have
been caused by U.S. mines, with little corresponding harm to enemy soldiers. Hence, in a
very direct way, a global ban on mines may "prove to be a net benefit for U.S. forces," and
in any event, current U.S. military doctrine places less emphasis on mine warfare.
LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 21-22 & 339 (citing Marine Corps Commandant, Gen. Alfred
Gray: "We kill more Americans with our mines than we do anybody else. We never killed
many enemy with mines .... What the hell is the use of sowing all this... if you're going
to move through it next week or next month?").
3 See, e.g., LANDMIMS, supra note 24, at 342 (noting also that no military officials
encountered by the Arms Project or Physicians for Human Rights expressed any belief that
a valid military requirement existed for a totally non-detectable mine).
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Because of the significant loopholes in Protocol II, at the least it must
either be (1) extensively modified to provide for true enforcement of its
provisions and more reliable adherence to well established international laws
protecting civilians, or (2) scrapped altogether, with the antipersonnel mine
labeled an illegal weapon because of its essentially indiscriminate nature, and
a complete worldwide ban on manufacture, sale and use be imposed.25
IV. CONCLUSION
If the horrific effects of land mines do begin to penetrate the
public mind, these weapons may become symbols of the
cruelty and chaos of the post-Cold War world just as the
superpowers' nuclear arsenals symbolized the Cold War.
Instead of the high-tech tools of massive death in the hands
of the planet's elite, the land mine is available to all, and it
is user-friendly. And, as always, the victims are the poor
and helpless, picked off by these eternal sentries, one by
one, limb by limb.'
At a time when large numbers of civilians are killed and brutalized
worldwide and when there seems no end in sight to the proliferation of
weapons, 237 a belief in the ability of international law to restrain the use
See id. at 263 (critiquing shortfalls of Protocol II and concluding that "it is an utterly
ineffectual document both in theory and in practice, because it does not properly apply the
relevant standards of customary international law, and does not serve to diminish abuses
against civilians").
"' Wurst, supra note 30, at 6.
See, e.g., Jonathan Beaty, Russia's Yard Sale, TIME, Apr. 18, 1994, at 52 (discussing
failures of recent defense conversion efforts in Russia and continued proliferation of arms
from its factories); J.F.O. McAllister, Pyongyang's Dangerous Game, TIME, Apr. 4, 1994, at
60 (regarding North Korean development and potential sales of new ballistic missiles and
claims that North Korea has developed atomic weapons).
The end of the Cold War has not brought an end to the development of new weapons.
Recent news reports have revealed experiments in developing hand-held, anti-optic laser
weapons intended to blind enemy soldiers on future battlefields by creating permanent retinal
damage. See, e.g., John Barry & Tom Morgenthau, Soon, "Phasers on Stun", NEWSWEEK,
Feb. 7, 1994, at 24; Barbara Opall, DoD to Boost Nonlethal Options: Seeks Method to
Achieve Goals, Minimizing Destruction, DEFENSE NEWS, Mar. 28, 1994, at 46, available in
LEXIS, News Library, Currnt File (discussing development of laser weapons to blind optical
devices and vehicle crews). While more humane in the sense that such weapons would not
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of antipersonnel land mines may seem farfetched or naive. In response,
however, it must be pointed out that international agreements curbing the use
of many other types of weapons have, by and large, been very successful.
Few nations have engaged in poison gas warfare since World War I and the
1925 Geneva protocols banning its use.238 Similarly (experimentation and
various allegations aside), 9 no nation has clearly engaged in bacteriologi-
cal warfare in modern times, nor are dum-dum bullets' standard issue
ammunition in most armies. To this date, only two nuclear weapons have
ever been dropped in anger." International custom and law have there-
fore served to restrict or ban the use (or, at least, to block access for ready
use) of such weapons. It is high time to add antipersonnel mines to this list
kill soldiers outright, it remains an open question as to whether the use of an anti-optic laser
may still constitute an illegal weapon, possibly on grounds of causing excessive suffering.
Under standing international law and custom, moreover, nations are obliged to assess whether
the development of a new weapon may constitute an illegal means of warfare. See Geneva
Convention Protocol I, supra note 133, art. 36, 16 I.L.M. at 1409, stating, "In the study,
development, acquisition or adoption of a new weapon, means, or method of warfare, a High
Contracting Party is under an obligation to determine whether its employment would... be
prohibited by this Protocol or by any other rule of international law applicable .... "
Other medical and environmental concerns may arise from use of depleted uranium shells.
Spent uranium from nuclear fuel rods is an extremely dense metal. It can be reprocessed and
is used by the United States and other NATO forces as the core of high-velocity anti-tank
shells. While not radioactive when encased in a shell body, the depleted uranium core can
splinter, or "flake," particularly when the shell comes into contact with an armored vehicle.
This flaking exposes the radioactive portion of the shell. This type of shell saw extensive use
as an anti-armor weapon in the Gulf War, with the result that many now-radioactive uranium
shell cores may now require disposal as nuclear waste.
While outside the scope of this article, the legal questions concerning both anti-optic lasers
and depleted uranium ammunition present useful areas for future inquiry.
2" See supra note 5. Iraq is one notable exception to this general trend. See supra note
110.
239 See, e.g., WELLS, supra note 191, at 55-61 (citing various nations' experiments in
bacteriological warfare, and noting some ten nations as having bacteriological weapons
capabilities as of 1990).
o See supra note 5; WELLS, supra note 191, at 48-50.
2 But see WELLS, supra note 191, at 67 (noting the United States' position has long been
that the use of atomic weapons "cannot as such be violative of international law" in the
absence of any custom or international convention prohibiting their use). Cf. G.A. Res. 1653,
U.N. GAOR (1961), cited in Louis HENKIN E" AL., INTERNATIONAL LAW 805 (1987)
(renouncing use of nuclear weapons as "contrary to the spirit, letter and aims" of the United
Nations).
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of proscribed or restricted weaponry.242
The evolution of the antipersonnel mine from a mere tool of defensive
combat, solely directed against troops, to a destroyer of civilians and a
crippler of economies need not have occurred. Due to technological change
and general Cold War arms proliferation, and to the low cost and high
effectiveness of modem mines, however, its role has been irrevocably
changed. u3 The overall costs in terms of mine removal and neutralization,
shattered national economies, and lost and crippled human lives are
staggering. 21'
Despite the huge numbers of civilian casualties, will continued use of the
antipersonnel mine be halted outright, even if it is ultimately declared illegal?
In the absence of effective, consistent pressure on governments, mine
producers, and military establishments worldwide, this author tends to doubt
it. The huge existing stockpiles of mines in the arsenals of the world's
annies25 almost certainly guarantee that mines will be available some-
where for use by somebody (and some mines will undoubtedly be used,
despite the threat of international bans and sanctions) well into the twenty-
first century, even if their production were to be completely shut off today.
Because of the relative cheapness of mines as a weapon, "have-not" nations
or rogue regimes may also choose to accept the risk of sanctions, rather than
give up land mine usage altogether. Further, the fact that military custom
has (with the possible exception of booby traps) not yet banned the use of
antipersonnel mines partly dictates against any absolute bar being placed on
their use.
Because of land mines' adaptability, 2' their obsolescence also does not
appear imminent. Unfortunately, the vast civilian casualties may also deliver
the wrong message to pariah nations and groups: ironically, the destruction
they have wrought may demonstrate to some their continued utility as a
242 As U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali suggests, "Another important avenue
to pursue is placing mines in the same legal and ethical category as chemical and biological
weapons in order to stigmatize them in the public imagination." Boutros-Ghali, supra note
119, at 13.
713 See supra notes 53-71 and accompanying text.
24 See supra notes 89, 95, 108, 118-123 and accompanying text.
15 See supra notes 61, 62, 66 and accompanying text, and LANDMINES, supra note 24,
at 51 (estimating between 100 to 200 million "deployed and stockpiled" antipersonnel mines
globally).
246 See supra notes 54, 55, 57, 60 and accompanying text.
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weapon.2 7 It is precisely because of the well-demonstrated and long-term
hazards posed to civilians and developing nations, however, and the
remarkably indiscriminate nature of antipersonnel mines, that the time has
come for a ban on antipersonnel mines to be imposed and to be en-
forced.2" As both the State Department and Congress have recognized,
it is a matter of national interest and public policy for the United States to
take the lead in this effort249
No longer just a "silent sentry" on the battlefield, the antipersonnel mine's
role as a terrorizer and preeminent destroyer of civilians, in violation of
standing international law, is now well established. Through revisions to
Protocol I1, enforcement of worldwide moratoria, and the tightening of
existing export controls, unrestricted mine warfare may be curbed, if not
halted outright. At the least, it may be made costly enough so as to become
prohibitive for many of its current practitioners.' With unified interna-
247 As arms merchant and Iran-Contra figure Adnan Khashoggi has argued, "[I]t's no good
buying arms if you can't use them." Anthony Sampson, A Last Chance to Call a Halt,
NEWSWEEK, Apr. 8, 1991, at 29. Or, as one American intelligence officer said to a civilian
member of the Manhattan Project after the scientist exclaimed that the end of the war in
Europe and the discovery that the Nazis had no atomic bomb meant that the United States
now would not need to use its own A-bomb, "Of course, you understand... if we have such
a weapon, we are going to use it." Ferenc M. Szasz, Peppermint and Alsos, MIL. HIST. Q.,
Spring 1994, at 45.
The view cited above, unfortunately, tends to be a fairly common response once any
weapon is added to a military inventory, and the assumption may be that a weapon both has
the desired utility (until proved otherwise) and is "humane," or at least that it does not cause
unnecessary suffering. See WELLS, supra note 191, at 180 (noting that under U.S.
interpretations of FM 27-10, "it is forbidden to use weapons which are not in the arsenal.
The presumption is that careful scrutiny was given as each new weapon was invented to
establish that it did not cause unnecessary suffering."); Baxter, supra note 191, at 180
(discussing the principle of military utility in the context of weapons causing "necessary"
versus "unnecessary" suffering).
But see supra note 233 (noting use of land mines by U.S. forces as potentially increasing
friendly casualties, without necessarily achieving same effects against enemy troops), and
LANDMINES, supra note 24, at 333-34 (arguing that the principle of "indispensability," rather
than mere utility, ought to be the standard by which military forces may continue to
legitimately use mines as a weapon).
2 Cf. LANDMNES, supra note 24, at 275-78 (critiquing failure of representatives at the
Conventional Weapons Conference to accept a proposed worldwide ban, and comparing
situation in late 1970s to current circumstances).
29 See, e.g., id. at 259 (citing HiDDEN KILLERS, supra note 62, at 178-79).
2-o See supra note 227 and accompanying text.
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tional action, with further legislation and more effective enforcement,
and-most challenging of all-with changes in custom and use, 25' the era
of unrestricted use of the antipersonnel mine as a weapon of terror may
ultimately be drawing to a close.
251 See supra note 183 and accompanying text. See also WELLS, supra note 191, at 175-
81 (discussing in general terms the slow pace of efforts to revise the law of war).
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